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Abstract

Drawing on the lessons from the global financial crisis and especially from its impact on the banking systems of Eastern Europe, the paper proposes a new practical approach to macroprudential stress testing. The proposed approach incorporates: (i) macroeconomic stress scenarios generated from both a country specific statistical model and historical cross-country crises experience; (ii) indirect credit risk due to foreign currency exposures of unhedged borrowers; (iii) varying underwriting practices across banks and their asset classes based on their relative aggressiveness of lending; (iv) higher correlations between the probability of default and the loss given default during stress periods; (v) a negative effect of lending concentration and residual loan maturity on unexpected losses; and (vi) the use of an economic risk weighted capital adequacy ratio as the relevant outcome indicator to measure the resilience of banks to materializing credit risk. The authors apply the proposed approach to a set of Eastern European banks and discuss the results.
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1. Introduction

The financial crisis has revealed the need for better macroprudential oversight and a more appropriate policy response. It is widely accepted in the literature that the contribution of financial sector stability and its maintenance are vital for economic growth. Any disruptions to the functioning of the financial sector due to excessive exposures to risk and financial deleveraging are known to be detrimental to economic growth, resulting in reduced incomes, greater income inequality, reduced employment levels and social unrest. With every financial crisis or disruption of the functioning of the financial system, confidence in such a system and its potential contribution to economic growth can decline. Vigilant prudential monitoring of financial systems that supports informed and timely policy decisions on supervisory interventions and appropriate changes in financial regulation are therefore an important task of any supervisory institution.

The main tool of macroprudential monitoring is regular stress testing of the financial system. Stress testing is particularly important during periods of benign conditions when the memory of past detrimental events has faded out. The development, institutionalization and regular application of stress tests forces financial sector specialists, supervisors and policy makers not to forget past crises and thus enhances macroprudential monitoring and crisis preparedness. Despite the widely recognized importance of conducting stress tests, there appears to be a consensus among macroprudential practitioners that stress tests were not informative enough and did not enforce an adequate policy response prior to the global financial crisis (Haldane, 2009; Čihák, 2007; Turner, 2009; de Larosiére, 2009; Sorge, 2004; Galati and Moessner, 2011). This partial failure of stress tests has led to the development of a new generation of stress testing models based on the lessons learned from the recent crisis (Foglia, 2009; Swinburne, 2007; Breuer, Jandacka, Rheinberger and Summer, 2009; Schechtman and Gaglianone, 2012; Huang, Zhou and Zhu, 2012).

It is important that both key macroprudential and microprudential aspects are appropriately incorporated when constructing macroprudential stress tests. This being said, it has to be emphasized that macroprudential stress tests need to capture different features than standard microprudential stress tests which are commonly applied to individual banks. The reason for this is that macroprudential stress tests need to be explicitly linked to changing macroeconomic conditions. They also need to be tractable and easily understood by policy makers who have to be able to detect the main risks to the banking system at various levels of aggregation, i.e., at the individual bank level, the bank group level and at the system level, in order to serve as a useful tool for policy analysis and as a
unifying framework for policy debate.

Recent history has shown that credit risk is at the heart of solvency problems in the banking sector, manifesting itself largely through balance sheet and cash flow solvency problems of banks. The objective of this study is to design a credit risk stress testing methodology that can be used for macroprudential monitoring and which reflects on the impact of the global financial crisis on the banking systems of Eastern Europe. Eastern Europe was arguably one of the most heavily affected regions by the spillovers from the global financial crisis (World Bank, 2008). This paper thus develops and illustrates with an empirical application a comprehensive stress-testing framework of credit risk that is flexible, yet still tractable enough to be useful for practical macroprudential monitoring and informative for policy decision-making. The flexibility of the approach is particularly appealing as it allows the stress tester to further develop or replace individual components as modeling technology and data become available. Our proposed approach also introduces, with the use of simple functional forms, new credit risk penalties that incorporate microprudential as well as macroprudential risks, which have often been neglected in existing stress-testing methodologies.

The proposed stress testing methodology produces outcome indicators that account for systemic as well as idiosyncratic economic risks at the level of an individual bank and the banking sector. This is accomplished by integrating the following components into the proposed stress testing methodology. First, we explicitly link non-performing loans to changing macroeconomic conditions by estimating the elasticities of non-performing loans to a set of key macroeconomic variables. This captures the systemic transmission from the macroeconomy to the performance of bank credit portfolios. Second, we construct macroeconomic Stress scenarios in two different ways, where one is based on a country specific macroeconomic model, and the other is computed from historical macroeconomic data of countries that have experienced financial crises in the past. Third, we allow the sensitivity of credit risk to changing macroeconomic conditions to increase during crisis times. Fourth, we approximate the underwriting standards of individual banks by the aggressiveness of their lending in the individual asset classes at the peak of the most recent credit cycle or during the most recent credit boom period, and penalise banks that grew their asset class faster than the average bank. Fifth, we employ a bank and asset class specific penalty linked to the share of unhedged foreign currency lending. Sixth, we

\[1\] This should not, however, diminish the importance of appropriately integrating stress tests for any of the idiosyncratic risks that banks face in their operations in addition to credit risks. In that regard, the interplay between credit risk and liquidity risk is especially important.
build on the results of the study by Moody’s (2010) and allow the correlation between the probability of default and the loss given default to increase in times of stress. Seventh, we account for a bank’s lending concentration within individual asset classes in the computation of the bank and asset class specific capital charges. These seven components are combined to construct a more relevant outcome indicator for measuring bank resilience to macroeconomic as well as bank specific shocks.

Some of the early stress testing approaches which were intended for use by policy makers, as, for example, that of Čihák (2007), are fundamentally financial simulations where no formal links to the macroeconomy are established. These approaches are still being used by many institutions, especially in emerging market economies, as they are tractable and easily understood by policy makers compared to some of the more data intensive and complex frameworks. In the latter frameworks, the mechanics underlying the model are hidden away and the intuition about the links to and influences from the macroeconomy is non-transparent or unavailable. Currently, there exists a substantial interest in connecting the macroeconomy to the financial sector more formally. This has led practitioners to use regression techniques to more explicitly link non-performing loans, loan loss provisions or probabilities of defaults to macroeconomic fundamentals (Sorge, 2004; Foglia, 2009).

The effect of macroeconomic variables on bank losses has also been analyzed by means of loss distribution simulations, where the joint loss distribution of banks is constructed with Copulas (see Basurto and Goodhart, 2009; OeNB, 2010, among others). Others, such as De Nicolo and Lucchetta (2010) estimate factor models to study the systemic effects of financial stresses. The estimated models are subsequently used for forecasting purposes and to provide early warning signs of possible future financial crises.

Another stream of policy research has focused on accounting for feedback effects from the financial sector to the real economy. This is implemented by designing structural macroeconomic models (and more recently Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium models) where a financial sector is explicitly incorporated into the model to capture the systemic effects that the financial sector has on the real economy. The implementation of these models, nonetheless, comes at the cost of having a higher level of aggregation so that the risk profiles of individual banks and their heterogeneous behavior are not studied (Kumhof, Muir, Mursula and Laxton, 2010; Christiano, Motto and Rostagno, 2010).

We handle the effect of maturity transformations on capital charges similarly to the approach in Basel II and leave the individualized computation of the average maturity of liabilities (funding) for future research.
While retaining tractability, our methodology attempts to improve on existing approaches in the literature by linking the financial sector explicitly to the macroeconomy and accounting for both systemic risk factors due to changing macroeconomic conditions as well as for idiosyncratic risk factors due to the diverse lending practices and risk profiles of individual banks. It should be emphasized that each component of the proposed stress testing framework presently constitutes a separate research agenda in the literature. The objective of the proposed methodology is thus not to improve on current frontier models of the individual components, but rather to provide policy makers and practitioners with an integrated, flexible and policy relevant tool that can be readily implemented. We illustrate the usefulness of the proposed methodology for policy decision making with an empirical application to a set of Eastern European banks and an ensuing discussion of the results in regards to their potential implications for supervisors.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a conceptual outline of the proposed stress testing methodology. Section 3 discusses the generation of the macroeconomic scenarios. Section 4 shows how that the systemic and idiosyncratic risk factors are constructed. Section 5 describes the computation of credit risk exposures and exposures at default. Section 6 discusses the main stress test outcome indicators. Section 7 contains an empirical application of the proposed methodology using data of Eastern European banks. We also conduct a brief sensitivity analysis and discuss how to implement the proposed methodology under limited data availability. Section 8 concludes the study.

2. Conceptual Outline of the Proposed Stress Testing Approach

We begin by providing a conceptual overview of the main segments of the proposed macroprudential stress testing methodology, which we summarize visually in a flow diagram depicted in Figure 1. The first segment of the stress testing methodology consists of the construction of three macroeconomic scenarios. These are as follows:

(i) Through-The Cycle (TTC) scenario,
(ii) Baseline Point-in-Time (PIT) scenario, and
(iii) Stress scenario.

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE
The purpose of the TTC scenario is to quantify the equilibrium or the steady state of the economy. The baseline PIT scenario captures the predicted macroeconomic developments under normal economic conditions covering the time interval of the stress testing period which is typically one year and corresponds in principle to mean or consensus point forecasts over that interval. The Stress scenario is constructed from two different approaches: the first one is a model based, country-specific Stress scenario, where we use time series data to estimate a Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model to construct one year ahead forecast densities. For a given macroeconomic variable of interest, we then use either the upper or the lower 1% tail value of the forecast densities, whichever corresponds to the adverse scenario, as a Stress scenario. The second, model-free approach uses a panel of cross-country data that includes historical periods of financial crises. This effectively approximates a “real world” Stress scenario that captures the actual crisis experience of a large number of countries world wide. In Section 3 we discuss the construction of all three scenarios in more detail.

The second segment contains a mapping from each macroeconomic scenario to non-performing loans (NPLs) and then to probabilities of default (PDs). This mapping has two parts. The first part uses the elasticity estimates of NPLs to a set of macroeconomic variables of interest to compute a predicted change in NPLs. The second part uses the uncovered interest parity (UIP) condition and the existing proportion of foreign currency (FX) denominated loans to relate exchange rate movements to changes in NPLs stemming from unhedged FX exposures of borrowers. Any risks arising from such unhedged exposures to exchange rate movements are hereby captured as indirect credit risk. It is further assumed that implied changes in NPLs due to changing macroeconomic conditions move proportionally to changes in PDs under each of the three macroeconomic scenarios that we consider. Increases in PDs are taken to be proportionally distributed across the asset class specific PDs under each scenario.

Evidence from the global financial crisis has shown that during periods of financial distress the sensitivity of credit risk to changing macroeconomic conditions increases substantially. This observation has been emphasised previously in the literature by, among

---

3Note that this approach partly addresses the proposal of Breuer et al. (2009) to “shock” banks from alternative “angles” since the sensitivity of the loss distribution of the banking system varies with different macroeconomic shocks. So here we effectively employ two different ways to shock the banking system. Čihák (2007) makes a similar argument for reverse-engineering a shock scenario back from a desired outcome for the system, such as undercapitalisation of a certain percentage of banks.

4Note here that NPLs are measured as ratios and are computed as the share of non-performing loans in total loans. Throughout the text we will simply refer to this ratio as NPLs.

5Details regarding which asset classes we consider are provided later on in Section 4.1.
others, Drehmann and Manning (2004), Virolainen (2004), Alves (2005), Pesaran, Schuermann, Treutler and Weiner (2006), Peura and Jokivuolle (2004), and Bangia, Diebold, Kronimus, Schagen and Schuermann (2002). We address this effect practically by using short-term multipliers from the estimated NPL regression to approximate the mapping to NPLs in the PIT scenario (i.e., during normal times) and long-term multipliers in the Stress scenarios. This effectively introduces a non-linearity into the response of NPLs to the macroeconomic variables.

The third segment constructs bank-specific PDs and LGDs for each asset class. This is done by taking the aggregate PDs and weighting them by a bank and asset-class specific penalty function that is designed to approximate the relative underwriting standards of banks. The penalty function compares each individual bank’s credit growth to the average credit growth of the entire banking system at the peak of the most recent credit cycle or the latest positive credit growth. The idea here is to approximate the “bad vintage effect” that arises due to weaker underwriting standards during credit booms by the relative aggressiveness of a bank’s lending in each asset class. The bank and asset class specific PDs are then linked to LGDs by means of a correlation parameter. We follow the approach outlined in Moody’s (2010) to calibrate this correlation parameter to be larger during stress times than during normal times.

The fourth segment constructs the exposures at default (EADs) for each bank using the asset class categories of Basel II. In principle, the EAD is composed of two types of exposures: (i) an on-balance sheet and (ii) an off-balance sheet exposure. Off-balance sheet exposures include items such as pre-approved limits for credit cards, overdrafts and credit lines. In some countries, these exposures are published as part of the Pillar III regulatory information disclosure for each bank and asset class and could therefore be publicly available.

In the fifth segment, the capital charge equation of Basel II is used to compute bank and asset class specific risk weights which incorporate an adjustment term for maturity mismatches based on the average residual maturity of a bank’s asset class. Additionally, we include a penalty function to individualize asset performance correlations for each bank and asset class, based on the relative concentration of a bank’s lending within that asset class. For this, we use the share of the ten largest borrowers in the asset class or

---

6For instance, during the last credit boom, most Eastern European countries experienced their fastest credit growth in 2007. Therefore, we use the growth in annual credit from 2006—2007 in each asset class to construct the bank specific penalty later on in the empirical application in Section 7.
the Herfindahl-Hirschman (HH) index as a measure of concentration.\footnote{One can also use the regional and/or sectoral concentration of bank lending in that asset class as an alternative measure.} We further condition the maturity transformation adjustment term on the average maturity of a bank’s liabilities.

In the fifth segment we also compute a number of outcome indicators of interest. These include the difference between Loan Loss Reserves (LLR) and Expected Losses (EL) as a share of regulatory capital, which is an indicator of the scale of potential underprovisioning, along with the number of underprovisioned banks in the banking system and the absolute amount of missing provisions in the system. Further, we construct the effective capital buffer as the ratio of the regulatory capital adjusted for the difference between profits, loan loss reserves and expected losses to the risk weighted assets that account for the aggregate macroeconomic and bank specific economic risks that we consider.

3. Construction of Macroeconomic Scenarios

When constructing a macroeconomic scenario, it is important that a point of reference is established that corresponds to the long-run equilibrium or steady-state of the economic system of interest. In what follows, the through-the-cycle concept provides such a reference point, where the steady-state is represented by the average value of the macroeconomic variables over a typical business or credit cycle.\footnote{We use the terms credit cycle and business cycle interchangeably in the description of the methodology, although they clearly do not need to be the same conceptually or empirically. Nonetheless, the terminology and the notion of a downturn (trough), an upturn (peak) and other related terms are also commonly used in the business cycle literature. For this reason we do not explicitly differentiate between the two.} This concept and its relationship to the Point-in-Time and Stress concepts is illustrated in Figure 2.

The left panel of Figure 2 shows the TTC, PIT and Stress scenarios in the context of a general business or credit cycle. Notice that the abnormal part of the business cycle (red line), which should be covered by capital buffers, causes the long right tail in the loss distribution that is shown in the right panel of Figure 2. Because of the skewness of the loss distribution, the expected loss (EL) over the business cycle is located to the right of the mode of the loss distribution. Expected losses thus correspond economically to the loan loss reserves which should be built up during the upside, and depleted during the
downside of a regular business cycle. Loan loss reserves, nonetheless, are generally not intended to be used for hedging the unexpected losses (UL) in the downside of an abnormally severe business cycle. For this purpose, capital buffers should be available and used.

We will first outline how the macroeconomic scenarios can be constructed before we describe how these macroeconomic scenarios are translated into the risk factors that are shown in the flow chart of Figure 1. We should emphasise here that the macroeconomic scenarios that we consider are constructed as a joint event including all macroeconomic variables. For example, the Stress Scenario based on international experience described in Section 3.3 considers as a stress event all macroeconomic variables (jointly) taking on the values that are reported in the second last column of Table 3.

### 3.1. TTC and PIT Scenarios

Through-the-cycle (TTC) values of the macroeconomic variables of interest can be constructed in a number of different ways. The simplest way is to use the arithmetic mean computed from historical data. When this strategy is followed, care needs to be taken that the average is calculated over a sufficiently long horizon, covering preferably several business cycles, including normal as well as abnormal ones. It is particularly important to account for structural breaks and transitional convergence when these averages are computed for emerging market economies, as it is likely that steady-state values have changed over time. This can be achieved by employing statistical methods that are robust to structural changes and outliers. It may also be appropriate to consult expert judgment when dealing with substantial transitional or structural changes.

Another way to compute TTC values would be to use the unconditional means implied by a statistical model of the macroeconomy. The benefit of using this approach is the flexibility of being able to include structural shifts and dummy variables in the model if needed. Nonetheless, if the data span is too short, the cost of this approach is a decline in the precision of the estimated parameters needed to construct the unconditional means.

Point-in-time (PIT) values can also be obtained in a number of different ways. One possibility is to use consensus forecasts for the next four quarters from the relevant national authorities such as the central bank and the national statistical agency or any other private or public agencies that compute such forecasts at the country level, including the Economic Intelligence Unit, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and other IFIs. If more than one such forecast is available and deemed relevant, one can simply com-

---

9
pute the average over the different individual forecasts that are available. Alternatively, it is possible to get the PIT values from a model based forecast such as from a VAR model or any other structural model that is available for this purpose.

The Stress scenario can be seen as a special case of the PIT scenario and could thus be generated from the tail value of the projection densities from an estimated theoretical or purely statistical model. The appropriate tail value could be, for example, the 1% adverse percentile of the forecast distributions of the macroeconomic variables, as opposed to the mean or median forecast values used in the baseline PIT scenario. Such an approach would ensure that empirical links among the macroeconomic variables that form the Stress scenario are preserved. We suggest to use such a model based approach in Section 3.2. Nonetheless, there exist criticisms in the literature that mainstream macroeconomic models have rather strong equilibrating properties that preclude the adequate analysis of large and sustained departures from the equilibrium (steady state), such as those that commonly characterize financial crises. For instance, Čihák and Schaeck (2010) argue for a non-parametric approach in the calibration of relevant Stress scenarios. We propose a non-parametric approach in this spirit in Section 3.3, which is based on historical cross-country crises experience. Overall, we acknowledge the benefits of using both parametric (model-based) and non-parametric (model-free) Stress scenarios and employ both in our proposed methodology.

3.2. Country-Specific Stress Scenario

A country-specific Stress scenario can in principle be generated from any statistical or macroeconomic model that is available for the economy of interest. The complexity of such a model could range from something simple such as a VAR model, to a structural econometric model or a fully fledged Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) model. The model that is used should be set up in such a way that multiple step-ahead

---

9 Another, computationally more demanding way of constructing a model-based Stress scenario that we do not elaborate on in this study is the one proposed by Breuer et al. (2009). Breuer et al. (2009) suggest to specify a loss function that depends on macroeconomic variables of interest and then perform a “search” for the combination of adverse scenarios for the variables that produces the largest loss. In our setting the loss could be defined as the absolute financial loss for the entire banking system that is analyzed. However one needs to put plausibility bounds on the macroeconomic variables before performing the search for the worst possible outcome based on the loss function. The resulting values of the macroeconomic variables that lead to the worst possible outcome are then considered as a Stress scenario.

10 As an example, a simple small scale New Keynesian model for an open economy is estimated in Buncic and Melecky (2008). The use of DSGE models in stress testing has been criticized after the global financial crisis due to their strong equilibrating properties which, as many argue, make them unsuitable for simulating the on-set and studying the adjustment process after a major stress to the economy. Nevertheless, there
point and density forecasts can be readily computed. The lower (or upper) tail value of
the forecast density can then be viewed as a model based adverse or Stress scenario.\footnote{Whether it is the upper or lower tail value depends on the macroeconomic variable for which the stress value is constructed. This will become clear later on. Also, if the forecasts of the model are based on simulation techniques so that draws from the forecast density are available, then one can simply look at the lower (or upper) percentile values as corresponding stress values.}

Our suggestion is to use a simple VAR model to construct the country-specific Stress scenario as a viable alternative to more complex structural models. The minimal VAR that is needed in the stress test should contain the four macroeconomic variables for which the NPL elasticities are estimated (see Section 4.2), as these represent the transmission channel from the economy to the banking system. The four required macroeconomic variables are the following:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(i)] real GDP growth,
  \item[(ii)] CPI inflation,
  \item[(iii)] a lending rate and
  \item[(iv)] the change in the nominal exchange rate.
\end{itemize}

Since many macroeconomic variables can be quite volatile in emerging economies, it is beneficial to use year-on-year changes when constructing the growth rates rather than annualized (multiplied by four) quarter-on-quarter changes. This is the approach that we follow later on in the empirical section of the paper. A concise description of how a VAR based forecast density can be constructed is given in Appendix A.

As discussed earlier, the model based Stress scenario, notwithstanding its benefits, is susceptible to the assumed parametric structure that is imposed on the data. We thus also propose an alternative non-parametric approach to construct the Stress scenario in the next section.

3.3. Stress Scenario Based on International Experience

There can exist circumstances when it is not possible or acceptable to employ a model based Stress scenario, due either to the lack of available data to formulate a sufficiently adequate statistical model, or due to a less favorable view of statistical models inside the policy environment in general. With this in mind, we propose an alternative model-free
approach, which we label "Stress International" (or Stress Int. for short). This approach looks at the actual historical evidence of countries that experienced a financial crisis in the past. Crisis periods are identified using the banking and currency crises dating database compiled by Laeven and Valencia (2008).

Given the crisis dates, we extract real GDP growth, CPI inflation, lending rates and changes in the exchange rate from the World Bank and the IMF’s IFS databases for the countries (and years) that went through a financial crisis, and then look at the values of these macroeconomic variables during the crisis years. There are a total of 161 countries, covering crisis periods dating back as far as the early 1970s and including the most recent global financial crisis. We are interested in obtaining a representative scenario that captures the changes in the macroeconomic variables of interest for a typical crisis year based on the actual historical cross-country experience. Because of this, we do not take the minimum values nor the accumulated sums over a range of years surrounding the crisis as is done in Laeven and Valencia (2008), but rather use the single year values of the four macroeconomic variables of interest in the particular year that is identified as a crisis.

Note that two types of crises from Laeven and Valencia (2008) qualify as a financial crisis in the construction of our Stress scenario based on the historical cross-country experience. These are Systematic Banking Crises and Currency Crises. The Stress Int. scenario considers both. We compute the average response of the macroeconomic variables during the crisis years, where the average is taken over all the countries that experienced a financial crisis. However, since the database includes a large number of countries, there exist instances where some of the macroeconomic variables respond to the financial crisis in an economically counterintuitive manner, making it necessary to introduce some additional censoring rules to ensure that only economically meaningful responses are measured.

There exist other methods to classify financial crises in the literature. Also, the annual dating and resulting zero/one indicators can be appropriately normalized to pay more attention to the month of the year in which the event occurred for the purpose of a regression analysis. An analogous approach can be adopted for the purpose of an even study. Namely, one can calculate the effect of the crises having aligned the crisis dates on a given month rather than a year and then calculate the annual effect over the subsequent 12 months. We leave this fine-tuning for future research given that currently no adequate data are available. We address the issue of counterintuitive crisis outcomes, such as positive GDP growth in a crisis year, by imposing censoring rules in our calculations where such outcomes are discarded.

We do not use the crises summary statistics such as output loss and minimum real GDP growth that Laeven and Valencia (2008) calculate. The reason for this is that these statistics are computed over a time window of at least 3 years and up to 5 years around the crisis years. Laeven and Valencia (2008) thus effectively measure the overall cost of the crisis in terms of real GDP growth.

Note that these two are often interconnected and referred to as twin crises (Kaminsky and Reinhart, 1999; Glick and Hutchison, 1999).
The following censoring rules were applied. Firstly, we arrange the data so that all crisis years are collected in a vector for each country that has gone through a financial crisis. We then look at the worst response in terms of GDP growth for each country by taking the minimum value over the different crises years. Ideally the minimum over the crises years should give us the worst case response for each country as actually experienced historically during a crisis period. Secondly, we take out countries for which the selected minimum values were positive, that is, when the change in GDP growth during the crisis years was greater than zero. This is necessary to avoid the inclusion of a country experience that contradicts the definition of a systemic financial crisis. Thirdly, we employ an outlier robust method to compute the average response of the countries that have experienced a financial crisis by computing trimmed means. The trimmed means are calculated in such a way that only the data points that fall within the 2.5th and the 97.5th percentile are included in the computation. This ensures that only the center of the empirical data, where 95% of the probability mass lies, is included in the averaging. The influence of extreme values on the average response is thus effectively eliminated. The censoring rules applied to CPI inflation, the lending rate and changes in the exchange rate are analogous to the ones applied to real GDP growth.

One last requirement that is imposed is that for each country a full set of macroeconomic Stress scenarios needs to be present. That is, we require data for each of the four macroeconomic variables (real GDP growth, CPI inflation, the lending rate and the change in the exchange rate) to be available for the trimmed mean response to be computed. If, for instance, data on lending rates are not available for a particular country, while the remaining three macroeconomic variables are present, then this scenario, and potentially the country itself, is excluded from the calculation of the average crisis response. The resulting model free Stress scenario based on the historical cross-country crisis experience is reported under the “Stress Int.” heading in Table 3 in Section 7.

To provide an example of such a scenario, consider Lebanon which is identified by the Laeven and Valencia (2008) database to have gone through a Systematic Banking and Currency Crisis in 1990. However, (annual) real GDP growth from 1989 to 1991 was −42%, 26% and 38%, respectively for these three years. So GDP growth was an astonishing 26% and 38% for the years from 1990 to 1991 (the year of the crisis and the following year) while GDP growth was negative before the financial crisis. This example of the actual historical experience of Lebanon is clearly an exception that does not follow the typical scenario of a deep downturn in economic activity during a financial crisis. Including such a country experience in the Stress scenario construction would thus not be very informative.
4. Linking Macroeconomic Scenarios to Credit Risk Factors

We link the macroeconomic variables to the credit risk factors in two stages. In the first stage, the TTC macroeconomic scenario which corresponds to the steady-state reference point is linked to the reference TTC probabilities of default (PDs) and loss given default (LGDs). Then, the baseline PIT and Stress scenarios, which characterize the different levels of departure from the steady-state TTC scenario, are linked to NPLs and to PDs. We use short-term multipliers from a fitted dynamic NPL regression to approximate the mapping in normal times and use long-term multipliers in Stress scenarios. Empirical evidence suggests that credit risk factors are much more sensitive to changing macroeconomic conditions in crisis times than in normal times (Drehmann and Manning, 2004; Virolainen, 2004; Alves, 2005; Pesaran et al., 2006; Peura and Jokivuolle, 2004; Bangia et al., 2002). We further assume that the projected changes in NPLs under the PIT and Stress scenarios are proportional to the changes in PDs in the PIT and Stress scenarios, where the reference points are again the TTC PDs. This completes the mapping from the macroeconomic scenarios to the aggregate PDs, which represents the systemic component of credit risk.

In the second stage (see Section 4.6), we let the aggregate PDs be affected by idiosyncratic factors derived from the risk characteristics of each individual bank. We augment the aggregate PDs based on an assessment of each individual bank’s risks. This is achieved by adding bank and asset class specific penalty functions that penalize banks which grew their credit portfolios at a faster rate than the "average" of the banking system.

Additionally, if data on foreign currency (FX) denominated lending at the bank level are available, we impose a penalty for above average FX lending at the individual bank as well as the asset class level. We assume that LGDs are correlated with PDs where the correlation is specified to be stronger in crisis times (Stress scenario) so that the effect of changing macroeconomic conditions is translated, through the PDs and LGDs correlation, from probabilities of default to losses given default (Altman, Resti and Sironi, 2002). We also consider the concentration of bank lending in each asset class as well as the average time-to-maturity in the individual asset classes in the computation of the effective PDs and therefore the effective capital buffer (see Section 6).

4.1. TTC Macroeconomic Scenarios, PDs and LGDs

The purpose behind using the TTC values of the macroeconomic variables and the TTC PDs and LGDs is to ensure that the cost of credit for banks in the steady-state of the macroeconomy is adequately accounted for. Most developing countries lack adequate
data describing historical aggregate PDs and LGDs over a sufficiently long time period that includes a number of business/credit cycles. We thus suggest to use the TTC PDs and LGDs constructed by the Fifth Quantitative Impact Study (QIS5) of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) (BIS, 2006). Table 1 below shows the magnitudes of the constructed TTC PDs and LGDs for banks belonging to CEBS Group 1, CEBS Group 2 and non-G10 Group 2 countries.\footnote{The Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) non-G10 countries that provided data for the QIS5 study include Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Malta, Norway, Poland, and Portugal. Banks that are classified as Group 2 banks are smaller relative to Group 1 banks and do not have any significant international activities. To be classified as a Group 1 bank, the following three criteria need to be satisfied: (i) the bank has a Tier 1 capital in excess of €3 billion, (ii) the bank is diversified and (iii) the bank is active internationally.}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Table 1 here}
\end{table}

The reason why we show entries for CEBS and non-G10 Group 2 countries\footnote{This group includes the historical experience of developing countries such as Brazil, Chile, India, Indonesia, and Peru, and of some former transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe.} here is that the empirical application presented in Section 7 uses data for a group of Eastern European banks. Most of the banks in Eastern European countries are either national or regional banks, or subsidiaries of foreign banks, rather than international banks. Entries for G10 countries are also provided in the QIS5 study and can be retrieved as required.

The main point of reference in our proposed stress testing approach is the steady-state of the macroeconomy which is associated with the equilibrium through-the-cycle (TTC) PDs and LGDs. We then model departures from this steady-state under the PIT and Stress scenarios using a mapping that relates the changes in overall macroeconomic conditions to the changes in credit risk factors as captured by the PDs and LGDs. This is implemented by estimating the elasticities of NPLs with respect to the four main macroeconomic variables of interest. This systemic component of credit risk factors is discussed in the next section. The role of individual bank characteristics, i.e., the idiosyncratic component of risk factors, is described in Section 4.6.

4.2. Estimating the NPL Elasticities

We obtain estimates of the elasticities of NPLs to the four macroeconomic variables of interest by means of a dynamic panel data regression, using a panel of 54 high and middle income countries and controlling for the degree of development, financial deepening, and
dollarization (euroization).\textsuperscript{18} The sample consists of annual data over the period from 1994 to 2004.\textsuperscript{19} The parameters are estimated from the following model:

\begin{equation}
NPL_{t+1,n} = c + \rho NPL_{t,n} + \beta_1 \Delta y_{t+1,n} + \beta_2 \pi_{t+1,n} \\
+ \beta_3 r_{t+1,n} + \beta_4 \Delta e_{t+1,n} + \beta_5 Z_{t+1,n} + \epsilon_{t+1,n}.
\end{equation}

(1)

The variable $NPL_{t+1,n}$ is measured as the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans.\textsuperscript{20} The variables $\Delta y_{t+1,n}$, $\pi_{t+1,n}$, $r_{t+1,n}$ and $\Delta e_{t+1,n}$ are real GDP growth, CPI inflation, the lending rate and the change in the nominal US dollar exchange rate for country $n$ at time period $t + 1$. $Z_{t+1,n}$ is a vector of variables, comprising the log of GDP per capita (constant 2000 US dollars), the credit to GDP ratio, and the share of FX loans in total loans, that control for the degree of development, financial deepening, and dollarization (euroization), respectively. The model is estimated on an unbalanced panel using the GMM estimator of Arellano and Bond (1991).\textsuperscript{21} The results are reported in Table 2. Since none of the control variables in the $Z_{t+1,n}$ vector are statistically significant in influencing the conditional mean of NPLs and the effect of the nominal exchange rate is also statistically negligible, we only report the regression estimates of the main macroeconomic variables of interest, which are also the variables that we work with empirically hereafter.

\textbf{INSERT TABLE 2 HERE}

The insignificance of the exchange rate comes from the fact that in normal times a local currency depreciation has a positive income effect which increases the external compet-

\textsuperscript{18}The list of countries that was used in the computation can be obtained from the authors upon request. One has to point out that the comparability of data on NPLs across countries remains a challenge that has been also recognized by international policy makers and plans for greater harmonization in the near future are being discussed in the international fora.

\textsuperscript{19}Estimating the NPL regression on a relatively short time sample covering a period during which a country could have gone through major structural changes in the financial sector could be problematic. Similarly, using country specific historical data especially for emerging countries, covers only a rather limited number of crises periods. For these reasons, we find the pooled regression approach preferable for the sake of robustness of the acquired estimates, as lower income countries develop and their own past experience may not be relevant in assessing the impact of possible future crises on their financial system and on the economy. Moreover, if more country specificity is desirable, the pooled regression estimates could be used as priors in a Bayesian estimation of the NPL regression, including also additional country specific variables, possibly also as latent variables (see, Brand, Buncic and Turunen, 2010, on how latent variables can be incorporated in a monetary policy modeling environment).

\textsuperscript{20}Note here again that we will simply refer to this variable as NPLs (non-performing loans) in the text.

\textsuperscript{21}The results are similar in magnitude to those obtained in a recent study by Cerutti, Ilyina, Makarova and Schmieder (2010).
itiveness, net exports, and thereby also the repayment capacity of borrowers in an open economy. During times of financial crisis, nonetheless, when the local currency is expected to depreciate substantially, the local currency value of FX denominated debt, as well as its servicing cost, can increase considerably. These increases thus lead to an impairment of the repayment capacity of the debt holder. So there are two effects of a local currency depreciation that work effectively in opposite directions: the first one is a positive income effect and the second is a negative balance sheet effect. The two opposing effects of a depreciation can result in the finding of a statistically insignificant effect of exchange rate changes on NPLs for economies with a significant proportion of unhedged foreign currency debt that have experienced periods of gradual as well as sharp depreciations of the domestic currency.

Since the NPL regression results in (1) are uninformative with respect to exchange rate changes, we ignore the positive income effect of a local currency depreciation and focus solely on approximating the balance sheet (or indirect credit risk) effect on unhedged FX borrowings.\textsuperscript{22} Indirect credit risk due to unhedged FX exposures played an important role in driving the overall credit risk during financial crisis periods, most recently in Eastern European countries. We use the assumption that a local currency depreciation has the same effect on NPLs as an increase in the lending rate.\textsuperscript{23} The sensitivity of NPLs to a local currency depreciation coming from the unhedged part of borrowers’ FX exposures is then obtained as the product of the estimated elasticity on the lending rate and the share of FX lending. That is, the elasticity of NPLs to exchange rate changes in asset class \(i\) of bank \(j\) denoted by \(\alpha_{FX}^{i,j}\), is computed as:

\[
\alpha_{FX}^{i,j} = \beta_3 \times SFX_{i,j}
\]

(2)

where \(SFX_{i,j}\) is the percentage share of foreign currency denominated lending in total lending in asset class \(i\) of bank \(j\) and \(\beta_3\) is the coefficient on \(r_{t+1,n}\) in (1). Notice here that we specify this elasticity at the asset class level of each bank, so it is implicitly assumed

\textsuperscript{22}We acknowledge that other estimation approaches could be employed to try to isolate and further emphasize the income and balance-sheet effects of a local currency depreciation on NPLs, such as, for example, including interactive crisis identification dummies, or interacting the exchange rate with the data on the portion of unhedged FX debt. However, we leave this investigation for future research.

\textsuperscript{23}This relation can be derived from a standard UIP condition starting from its log-linear representation

\[
\Delta e_{t+1} = r_t - r_{t+1}^* + u_{t+1}
\]

where \(u_{t+1} = e_{t+1} - E_t(e_{t+1})\) is a zero mean forecasting error (see Svensson, 2000; Galí and Monacelli, 2005; Adolfson, Laséen, Lindé and Villani, 2008 for recent implantations in the DSGE literature). A standard reference that shows that UIP holds over 2 to 5 year horizons is Chinn and Meredith (2005).
that such data are available. If this is not the case and only bank level, but no asset class specific data are available, then the $SFX_{i,j}$ term in (2) can simply be replaced by $SFX_j$ so that the resulting $\alpha_{FX}^j$ varies only across banks but remains fixed over the asset classes held by each bank. If bank level data are not available either, then $SFX_{i,j}$ could be set equal to the average share of FX lending in the banking system, resulting in every bank receiving the same sensitivity to indirect credit risk due to the local currency depreciation, i.e., one could set $\alpha_{FX} = \beta_3 \times SFX$.

The summary of the estimation results reported in Table 2 shows that all the coefficient estimates have the expected sign and magnitude. Note again that these estimates are elasticities. This means that the coefficient on GDP growth measures the percentage change in NPLs to a 1% change in GDP growth. Thus, a coefficient value of $-0.262$ implies that a 1% drop in real output growth is expected to increase the proportion of non-performing loans in total loans by 0.262%. Similarly, increases in lending rates and inflation are expected to lead to an increase in NPLs. The diagnostic tests that are reported in Table 2 indicate that the difference transformation used in the Arellano and Bond (1991) procedure appears to be appropriate as there is no indication of any statistically significant serial correlation in the residuals, with the residuals in general being reasonably well behaved for a sample of this size and the type of data that is used. Also, the over-identification test of Sargan (1958) for instrument exogeneity does not reject the null hypothesis of the instruments being exogenous.

It should be pointed out here that since NPLs are measured as a ratio, the dependent variable falls into the class of fractional response variables and is thus naturally bounded between 0 and 1 (0% and 100%). It would thus seem more appropriate to use an estimation approach that is explicitly designed for such variables, as, for example, the estimator proposed by Papke and Wooldridge (2008). Since the model is bounded between 0 and 1, the issues that arise are similar to those encountered when using the linear probability model for a binary response variable. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that nearly all data points cluster around the 3% to 30% interval, with the maximum value being 40%. So this is reasonably far enough into the center of the 0 and 1 interval. As the standard approach for fractional response variables is to use a Logit or Probit model, and as these models have a linear conditional mean at the center of the $[0,1]$ interval, we found that there is little to be gained from using such an estimator. Additionally, the coefficients of a linear model are considerably easier to interpret for policymakers and can therefore be readily put into perspective in terms of their influence on NPLs.
4.3. Macroeconomic Mapping in Normal versus Crisis Times

It is evident from the relation in (1) that the mapping from the macroeconomic variables to NPLs is a linear one in the sense that we do not estimate a model that allows the elasticity parameters to take on different values, depending on whether we are in a crisis period or not. Nonetheless, the literature and evidence from the recent financial crisis suggests that credit risks in general become more responsive to worsening economic conditions during crisis times (Drehmann and Manning, 2004; Virolainen, 2004; Alves, 2005; Pesaran et al., 2006; Peura and Jokivuolle, 2004; Bangia et al., 2002).²⁴

Although it is possible to estimate a model that explicitly allows for a non-linear relationship between NPLs and the macroeconomic variables in crisis and normal times, we do not do so here and instead generate such a non-linear relationship artificially.²⁵ This is achieved as follows. During normal times, the short-run elasticities $\beta_k, \forall k = 1, 2, 3$ capture the mapping between NPLs and the macroeconomic variables. However in crisis times, when decision horizons shorten due to panic effects, herd behavior and increasing uncertainty about future developments, the economy as a whole and the repayment capacity of its agents in particular become more sensitive to changing macroeconomic conditions. We approximate this increased sensitivity by using the long-term multipliers pertaining to the estimated NPL regression in (1), that is, by using $\lambda_k = \beta_k / (1 - \rho), \forall k = 1, 2, 3$ as the elasticity in crisis times, where $\rho$ is the coefficient on the one period lagged value of NPLs.

Note that our use of short-term and long-term multipliers induces a simple threshold type (or discrete shift) non-linearity and is thus a crude approximation to the true non-linear relationship that exists between NPLs and our macroeconomic variables of interest.

²⁴To the best of our knowledge, there do not seem to exist any studies that specifically look at non-linearities in the relationship between NPLs and macroeconomic variables when moving from normal economic conditions to a crisis period. Nonetheless, it seems to be widely acknowledged that a substantial increase in the sensitivity is evident.

²⁵We have in fact tried to estimate a non-linear model for NPLs and our macroeconomic variables of interest, taking again the crisis identifiers of Laeven and Valencia (2008) as classifiers. However, experimentation with a threshold type non-linear model with the Laeven and Valencia (2008) classifiers as the threshold indicators resulted in a number of unsatisfactory outcomes which lead us to discard these results. The issues that were faced were similar to the ones encountered in the construction of the Stress International scenario, i.e., there were instances when the response to a crisis in fact reduced the size of the coefficients on the macroeconomic variables, suggesting a reduced sensitivity of NPLs to worsening macroeconomic conditions. Also, for some countries, such as Hong Kong and Switzerland, NPLs have been dropping consistently since the beginning of 2000, showing only very mild increases during the recent financial crisis period. The difficulties are also related to the relatively small sample of data that is available to carry out the estimation of the elasticities, the large variation of the data around the conditional means, and the low (annual) frequency of the available time series. See also Buncic (2012) on this issue in the context of non-linear exchange rate models.
Other approaches, such as "rule of thumb" increases, could have also been used to generate this non-linearity artificially. For example, Schmieder, Puhr and Hasan (2011, page 6) use such a "rule of thumb" increase in PDs to approximate the non-linearity in the relation between credit losses, correlations and income and macroeconomic conditions in stress periods. We could have, therefore, also stipulated such a "rule of thumb" increase. Nonetheless, we try to be more structural when thinking about the transmission of the macroeconomic shocks to PDs in the sense that we have a dynamic model and relate the non-linearity directly to the persistence of the NPLs series.

4.4. Linking Macroeconomic Scenarios to Changes in NPLs

The changes in NPLs in the future period due to changes in the macroeconomic variables under the different scenarios, are calculated as follows. Let future scenario $S = \{PIT, Stress\}$, so that $S$ corresponds to either the PIT or the Stress scenario. The change in NPLs under future scenario $S$ denoted by $\Delta NPL^S_{t+1}$ is then constructed by taking the difference between the future value of the macroeconomic variable of interest under scenario $S$ and its TTC value, multiplied by the corresponding impact elasticity from the NPL regression in (1).

For example, suppose that we are interested in the PIT scenario so that $S = PIT$. If the TTC value of GDP growth is 3.20% (0.032) and the future PIT value is 0.5% or 0.005 in time period $t + 1$, then the change in NPLs, is calculated by taking the difference $(\Delta y_{t+1}^{PIT} - \Delta y_{TTC}) = (0.005 - 0.032)$ and multiplying this difference by the corresponding impact elasticity of GDP growth of $-0.262$. This yields a change in NPLs under the PIT scenario of $-0.262 \times (0.005 - 0.032) = 0.007074$ or around 0.71%. The entries corresponding to interest rate and inflation related changes are computed analogously. Notice that we do not write a time subscript on the TTC GDP growth term as this is a long-run equilibrium value and should not vary over time. The calculations of stress scenario effects are performed in an analogous manner as those for the PIT scenario.

It should be emphasized here that the impact of changes in GDP growth, inflation and

---

26See also Hardy and Schmieder (2012) for an overview of the use of "rules of thumb" in credit risk stress testing.

27We are borrowing this idea from the exchange rate literature. The unusually high persistence in real exchange rates has lead to the use of non-linear time series models to statistically describe deviations from the Purchasing Power Parity condition (see, for example, Obstfeld and Taylor, 1997 who use a threshold autoregressive model to model real exchange rates and also MacDonald, 2000 on how long-term multipliers obtained within a cointegration framework are used in the exchange rate literature to calculate long-run averages as reference points to measure misalignments).
the interest rate on NPLs is symmetric by construction. In contrast to that, we specify the indirect credit risk effect of the exchange rate on NPLs, and thus on the bank credit portfolio, to be asymmetric. That is, if the local currency depreciates relative to the US dollar (or the euro), then there will be an increase in NPLs due to this depreciation. However, if there is an appreciation, this impact is restricted to be zero. We therefore do not allow for a positive balance-sheet effect on NPLs caused by the local currency appreciation. The indirect FX effect on NPLs is thus computed as

\[
\text{Indirect FX} = \begin{cases} 
(\Delta e^S_{t+1} - \Delta e^{TTC}) \times \alpha_{i,j}^{FX} & \text{if } \Delta e^S_{t+1} < \Delta e^{TTC} \text{ (depreciation)} \\
0 & \text{if } \Delta e^S_{t+1} \geq \Delta e^{TTC} \text{ (appreciation)}
\end{cases}
\] (3)

where \(\Delta e^S_{t+1}\) is the change in the exchange rate in future time period \(t + 1\) under scenario \(S\), \(\Delta e^{TTC}\) is the corresponding through the cycle equilibrium value of \(\Delta e\), and \(\alpha_{i,j}^{FX}\) is the impact elasticity computed in (2).

4.5. Accounting for Macroeconomic Risks in Aggregate PDs: The Systemic Component of Credit Risk

Given the changes in NPLs in scenario \(S\) computed as described in Section 4.4, and the benchmark TTC PDs and LGDs taken from the QIS5 study and reported in Table 1, we can construct the probability of default for asset class \(i\) under scenario \(S\) as the sum of the TTC PDs for that asset class and an additional factor that is scaled by the influence of the macroeconomic variables in the considered scenario. To illustrate this computation, let \(\Delta NPL^S_{t+1}\) denote the change of NPLs in the future period under macroeconomic scenario \(S\), where \(S = \{PIT, Stress\}\) as before. Also, define the TTC PD for asset class \(i\) as \(PD_i^{TTC}\). The probability of default in macroeconomic scenario \(S\) for asset class \(i\) (denoted by \(PD_i^S\)) is then computed as

\[
PD_i^S = \phi \times \Delta NPL^S_{t+1} \times \frac{PD_i^{TTC}}{PD^{TTC}_{\text{macroeconomy}}} + PD_i^{TTC}_{\text{asset class}}
\] (4)

where \(PD^{TTC} = \sum_{i=1}^7 PD_i^{TTC} / 7\).

The \(\Delta NPL^S_{t+1}\) term captures changes in the aggregate NPLs of the banking sector due to changing macroeconomic conditions under the PIT and Stress scenarios. The \(\phi\) param-
eter expresses the degree of proportionality between the changes in NPLs and PDs. In empirical applications, one can consider values in the $0.6 - 1.0$ range depending on the definition and reporting standards of NPLs. For instance, if NPLs are defined as 60-day overdue loans, one could consider a $\phi$ parameter that is closer to 0.6. If NPLs are defined as category D and E classified loans, a value of $\phi$ closer to 1 could be used. The calibration of the $\phi$ parameter thus determines how close (or far) a given NPL classification is from an actual default loan.

Commercial banks generally consider 90-day overdue loans as defaulted loans in their internal PD and LGD models, while 30-day or 60-day overdue loans are still commonly considered to be overdue rather than defaulted loans. The regulatory classification of loans for the purpose of provisioning varies significantly across countries and comprises typically the A, B, C, D and E categories (see Laurin and Majnoni, 2003; Barisitz, 2011; European Bank Coordination “Vienna” Initiative, 2012). The classification has commonly both a backward (number of days overdue) and a forward (financial condition of the borrower) aspect to it. The E category of loans are fully (100%) provisioned loans to be written off and considered in default, whereas D category loans are typically 75% provisioned and not necessarily considered as defaulted loans, but could be 90 days overdue (or also less). The overall correspondence between NPLs and PDs can thus vary depending on which NPL classification is used in a given country and what data are available for the implementation of the stress test. In our setting, the $\phi$ parameter thus needs to be calibrated by the stress tester based on the definition of the NPL data that are used and provides in this respect some additional flexibility.

The role of the $\frac{PD_{i}^{TTC}}{PD^{TTC}}$ term in (4) is to weight the influence from the macroeconomic variables on the PDs by the relative size of the asset’s probability of default. This weighting scheme therefore ensures that an asset class that is, in relative terms, more likely

---

28It should be clear that NPLs and PDs are not perfectly related, although NPLs are frequently used as substitutes or proxies for PDs when relating them to macroeconomic factors and PDs are not available (see for example the description in Table 4 on page 29 and also the second paragraph on page 12 in Schmieder et al., 2011). Fungácová and Jakubík (2012) have recently proposed an interesting alternative framework for relating NPLs to PDs, by including outstanding loans and write-offs in this relation (see equations 4 and 6 in their paper). Nonetheless, they report that the write-off parameter ($r$) is difficult to model, so that its value is calibrated based on anecdotal evidence from the Russian banking sector, rather than estimated from data. In that regard, the proposed approach is still not practical to implement on a cross-country level and we prefer to use changes in NPLs as a viable proxy variable to measure changes in PDs in response to the macroeconomic variables of interest to us.

29Note that we work here with the NPL ratio in terms of the volume of the non-performing loans while a better measure to use would be the number of NPLs per total number of loans. Due to the unavailability of relevant cross-country data, we leave this for future research or to the specific country cases.
to default than another class when no macroeconomic shocks are considered is also more likely to default when macroeconomic shocks are accounted for. For instance, if an asset class is two times more likely to default than the average of the considered asset classes in the TTC scenario, it is also two times more likely to default than the average of the considered asset classes in a Stress scenario. Hence, the proportionality across the \( PD_{i}^{TTC} \) values before and after macroeconomic shocks is preserved. The last term in (4) adds the TTC PDs specific to each asset class to the effect coming from the macroeconomy.

It should be pointed out here that we assume a constant relative riskiness of the different asset classes across the scenarios owing to the lack of knowledge about changes in the relative riskiness of asset classes during crisis times, particularly in emerging market economies where banks are not well diversified and internationally active. Whether riskiness converges or diverges during crisis times is an open question that still needs to be address appropriately in the literature. If one contrasts, for instance, unsecured consumer loans (credit cards) with corporate loans, anecdotal evidence suggests divergence as the cost of credit assumed by banks on credit cards is much higher in general and also during crisis times, where the lack of security (collateral) constitutes another disincentive to service a loan. Corporates generally tend to have greater negotiation power with banks to arrange for rollovers or a restructuring of loans and may also receive implicit or explicit government support especially when they are systemically important to the economy, or their production is labor intensive so that the potential effect on unemployment is an issue when allowing these sectors to file for bankruptcy.

In countries with a well developed secured transaction and insolvency framework, adequate financial consumer protection and corporate governance and minimal state involvement in the economy, such divergence is not expected to occur. Convergence in relative PDs, nonetheless, can occur if systemic risk substantially dominate all idiosyncratic and sectoral (asset class specific) risks that play a more important role during normal times and can be the cause of the often assumed positive diversification effect. Overall we see these convergence/divergence tendencies to play out differently depending on the specific circumstances of an economy, and find the baseline specification of a constant relative riskiness specification of the asset class PDs across the different scenarios reasonable.
4.6. Incorporating Bank Specific Characteristics: The Idiosyncratic Component of Credit Risk

We use data on credit (EAD) growth for each bank and each asset class before the peak of the last credit cycle, or the most recent positive credit growth if the cycle is in an upturn, to get a measure of the relative aggressiveness of bank lending. The intention here is to approximate the quality of the underwriting standards of the individual banks in each asset class relative to the average of the banking system. This is under the assumption that relatively more aggressive lending is associated with laxer underwriting standards. Empirical evidence of this assumption is provided in, among others, Jiménez and Saurina (2006).

To describe the construction of bank specific PDs, let \( PD_{i,j}^S \) denote the PD for bank \( j \) holding asset class \( i \) under scenario \( S \), where \( S \) is now re-defined as \( S = \{\text{TTC, PIT, Stress}\} \) and thus includes the TTC scenario as well. Also, let \( CG_{i,j} \) be annual credit growth (in percent) for bank \( j \) in asset class \( i \) before the cycle’s peak, or the latest positive credit growth.\(^{30}\) \( PD_{i,j}^S \) is then computed as

\[
PD_{i,j}^S = PD_{i,j}^S_{\text{aggregate}} + \begin{cases} 
\kappa \times \frac{(CG_{i,j} - \text{median}(CG_i))}{(\text{max}(CG_i) - \text{median}(CG_i))} & \text{if } CG_{i,j} > \text{median}(CG_i) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(5)

where \( PD_{i,j}^S \) is the aggregate PD for asset class \( i \) under scenario \( S \) and the terms \( \text{max}(CG_i) \) and \( \text{median}(CG_i) \) are the maximum and median values of credit growth in asset class \( i \), where these are taken over all banks in the financial system.

The \( \kappa \) parameter in (5) is a scaling parameter that controls the penalty increase in PDs of banks that pursued a more aggressive credit growth than the median bank, where this average is again measured by the median value. Note that the \( \kappa \) parameter also controls the proportion between the systemic and idiosyncratic credit risk components in \( PD_{i,j}^S \).

This means that when \( \kappa \) increases more than the increase in \( PD_{i,j}^S \), the extent to which the

\(^{30}\)Credit Growth is calculated in the standard way as \( \text{Credit}_t / \text{Credit}_{t-1} - 1 \) and the cycles peak refers to the peak of the aggregate banking system and is computed from central bank data on Total Credit to Private Sector. Also, when credit growth is just turning positive out of a downturn and the economy enters the recovery phase of a credit cycle, care needs to be taken when the latest figures are considered as it may be still more appropriate to use the peak growth rates of the previous credit cycle. Once the economy is considered to be above potential growth, i.e., in the boom phase of a credit cycle, the latest available credit growth figures should be considered.
Idiosyncratic component influences the $PD_{i,j}$ relative to the systemic component increases as well. In general, we calibrate the $\kappa$ parameter to be in the $5\% - 10\%$ range for the TTC and PIT scenarios and in the $10\% - 20\%$ range for the Stress scenarios. Note here, that this calibration ensures that the systemic component dominates in Stress scenarios when $PD_{i}^{S}$ increases more than $\kappa$.

Notice again the asymmetry in how the bank specific PDs in (5) are constructed. If credit growth in asset class $i$ of bank $j$ is less than the average credit growth, then the probability of default in asset class $i$ of bank $j$ is equal to the aggregate PD, that is, $PD_{i,j}^{S} = PD_{i}^{S}$.

If, however, credit growth for bank $j$ is greater than the average credit growth, then the probability of default under scenario $S$ is scaled up by an amount that depends upon how much larger credit growth was for this bank in a given asset class, relative to the median credit growth in the entire system.

Due to the restriction of a zero weight when $CG_{i,j} < \text{median}(CG_{i})$, the scaling term $[CG_{i,j} - \text{median}(CG_{i})] / [\max(CG_{i}) - \text{median}(CG_{i})]$ is bounded between 0 and 1. This implies that the maximum amount by which the PD for bank $j$ in asset class $i$ can increase over the aggregate TTC PD due to the penalty is given by the size of the scaling parameter $\kappa$. The effective bounds on $PD_{i,j}^{S}$ are thus given by $[PD_{i}^{S}, PD_{i}^{S} + \kappa]$. Should it be the case that no annual credit growth data at the individual bank level are available, then the $\kappa$ parameter can be set to 0. The consequence of this is that each $PD_{i,j}^{S}$ then collapses to $PD_{i}^{S}$. This effectively results in each bank having the same PD for asset class $i$. Finally, notice that the scaling of the PDs is linear. Therefore, a bank that experienced credit growth in a particular asset class at twice the rate of another bank in that asset class will have a twice as large penalty increase in the probability of default compared to the other bank.

LGDs for the individual banks and asset classes under the different scenarios are constructed as follows. Let $LGD_{i,j}^{S}$ be the Loss Given Default for bank $j$ in asset class $i$ under scenario $S$. $LGD_{i,j}^{S}$ is then computed as

$$LGD_{i,j}^{S} = LGD_{i}^{TTC} \times \left( \frac{PD_{i,j}^{S}}{PD_{i}^{TTC}} - 1 \right) \times \rho_{LGD,PD} + LGD_{i}^{TTC}$$

\[6\]

\[31\] The calibration of $\kappa$ and other parameters hereafter is rather judgmental than strictly empirical in the sense that it is based on our experience of working with this model in specific countries and having the opportunity to work and draw on the experience of financial sector supervisors. Nevertheless, future research efforts should be directed to ensure that more empirically motivated calibrations can be adopted. In Section 7.2.3 we perform a sensitivity analysis of the stress test outcomes with respect to the calibrations used in the empirical example.

\[32\] $PD_{i}^{S}$ is equal to the values obtained in (4), for the PIT and Stress scenarios.
where $LGD_i^{TTC}$ and $PD_i^{TTC}$ are the through-the-cycle values of LGDs and PDs taken from the QIS5 study, $PD_{ij}^S$ are the values computed in (5), and the parameter $\rho_{LGD,PD}$ controls the extent of the correlation between LGDs and PDs. Note that there exists considerable evidence in the literature to suggest that $\rho_{LGD,PD}$ increases during crisis times, that is, under the Stress scenario (see, for instance, Altman et al., 2002 and also the theoretical model of Miu and Ozdemir, 2006). We therefore suggest to calibrate the $\rho_{LGD,PD}$ parameter in the $10\%-20\%$ range for the non-crisis TTC and PIT scenarios, and increase the $\rho_{LGD,PD}$ parameter to the $30\%-50\%$ range during crisis times (under the Stress scenario). The latter range corresponds to the preliminary results found in the study by Moody’s (2010) for the global financial crisis period.

Notice from (6) above, that because the $PD_{ij}^S$ are bounded by $[PD_{ij}^S, PD_{ij}^S + \kappa]$, where $\kappa$ will be greater than 0, the term $(PD_{ij}^S/PD_i^{TTC} - 1)$ will be 0 if $PD_{ij}^S = PD_i^{TTC}$ and it will be equal to $\kappa/PD_i^{TTC}$ if $PD_{ij}^S = PD_i^{TTC} + \kappa$. This means that the relation in (6) gives bounds on the effective TTC $LGD_{ij}$ values of $[LGD_i^{TTC}, LGD_i^{TTC} \times \rho_{LGD,PD} \times \kappa/PD_i^{TTC}]$. Since $\kappa$ enters the upper bound as a product term, it is again the case that if $\kappa = 0$, the LGDs for each bank will be set to the aggregate QIS5 TTC LGDs for that asset class.

5. Exposures at Default

We follow the general approach in the literature (see, for example, Bluhm, Overbeck and Wagner, 2003) and calculate the exposures at default (EADs) for the purpose of credit risk modelling as a weighted sum of on-balance sheet and off-balance sheet credit risk exposures. Off-balance sheet exposures include future drawdowns such as loan commitments, pre-approved credit card exposures and revolving credits. We use the classification scheme of Basel II and split the credit portfolio into seven asset classes including:

(i) Corporates

(ii) SMEs (retail)

(iii) Consumer Mortgage Loans

(iv) Consumer Loans (QRE retail)

---

33Also, there exists evidence that “the relationship between PDs and LGDs is non-linear” (Schmieder et al., 2011, page 12). In that regard, it seems natural to allow for different levels of correlation between PDs and LGDs during normal economic conditions and crisis periods (see also Fitch, 2008 and Fitch, 2011 for how these correlations increase substantially during stress times and also the paper by Huang, Zhou and Zhu (2009) who document increases in systemic risk during crises). This effectively approximates the non-linearity with a piecewise linear function.
(v) Other Consumer Loans
(vi) Sovereigns (loans to public institutions and state-owned enterprises)
(vii) Banks (loans to credit institutions).

For the sake of simplicity and tractability, we abstract from all other types of credit risk exposures.34

The exposures at default for bank \( j \) in asset class \( i \) \((EAD_{i,j})\) are constructed as the following weighted sum:

\[
EAD_{i,j} = EAD_{i,j}^{ON} + \delta_{i,j} \times EAD_{i,j}^{OFF}
\] (7)

where \( EAD_{i,j}^{ON} \) and \( EAD_{i,j}^{OFF} \) are, respectively, the on-balance sheet and off-balance sheet EADs for bank \( j \) and asset class \( i \). Notice that the on-balance sheet EADs receive a weight of unity in the sum in (7), while the weight on the off-balance sheet EADs is determined by the \( \delta_{i,j} \) parameter.35 For example, for loan commitments, \( \delta_{i,j} \times EAD_{i,j}^{OFF} \) estimates the amount that bank borrowers will draw on in the case of a default. If off-balance sheet data are not available \( EAD_{i,j}^{OFF} \) can be set to zero and the stress test can be conducted with only on-balance sheet data. The \( \delta_{i,j} \) parameter corresponds to the credit conversion factor of Basel III, which could range from 10% for unconditionally cancellable commitments to 100% for committed credit lines (see paragraph 164 in Basel III).

The calibration of \( \delta_{i,j} \) is, nonetheless, an empirical matter and depends on the circumstances of the specific economy and the banking system that is analyzed, as there can be differences in how off-balance sheet credit exposures of, for instance, consumers and enterprizes behave in default situations. Further, if banks operate based on business models that target different income segments of the population, it is useful to allow for bank and asset class specific differences in \( \delta_{i,j} \). The stress tester will therefore frequently have to use her own judgment when setting \( \delta_{i,j} \).

The EAD is an estimate of a bank’s potential exposure to a counterparty in the event and at the time of the counterparty’s default, taking into account the period of one year or the time-to-maturity of the exposure, whichever is shorter. In this regard, it is common to assume a full or partial rollover of the exposures with a time-to-maturity of less than

\[34\] A detailed overview of other types of credit risk exposures can be found in Basel III.
\[35\] Off-balance sheet exposures include commitments (including liquidity facilities), unconditionally cancellable commitments, direct credit substitutes, acceptances, standby letters of credit, trade letters of credit, failed transactions and unsettled securities (Basel II).
one year. Overall, we consider gross nominal amounts of the EADs and do not take into account credit risk mitigation measures such as guarantees, collateral or securities and on-balance sheet netting, as these are accounted for in the calibration of the LGDs.

6. Construction of Outcome Indicators

The summary outcome indicator that we focus on is the effective capital buffer (the economic risk weighted capital adequacy ratio; see equation (17) for the definition) that incorporates economic risks under the three different scenarios that we consider. In contrast to some other stress testing approaches (e.g., Schmieder et al., 2011), we do not focus on the conditional loss distribution at the different stages of a credit cycle when computing the effective capital buffer. We see the use of conditional loss distributions as an undesirable feature of an outcome indicator as these can introduce pro-cyclicality into the capital requirements of a bank, which should be avoided.

To illustrate the latter point, consider the four stylised loss distributions depicted in Figure 3. The green, orange and red distributions are conditional loss distributions that correspond to three different stages of a credit cycle. For simplicity, we can think of the green distribution corresponding to losses during an economic upturn, the red one during a downturn and the orange one to losses when the economy is thought to be close to (but still not at) its steady-state (equilibrium) level. The black distribution is the unconditional (or envelope) loss distribution that captures losses over an entire business cycle which contains upturns, downturns, as well as normal and crisis periods.

When a conditional loss distribution is utilised to conduct a stress test, one can start from any one of the three possible conditional distributions that are shown in Figure 3. Which one is used will evidently depend on the current state of the credit cycle of the economy. Suppose that the economy is thought to be close to its equilibrium, which would correspond to the orange loss distribution shown in Figure 3. When the supervisor conducts a stress test, a Stress scenario is applied from this “starting” point, resulting in the orange conditional loss distribution shifting to the position of the red loss distribution. Given the increased level of both expected and unexpected losses under the red distribution, the supervisor asks for additional capital in the magnitude that would cover the
losses under the red distribution.

If, however, the current state of the economy is in an upside of a credit cycle, the same stress testing approach based on conditional loss distributions would start off from a distribution that corresponds to the upside of the credit cycle, that is, from the green loss distribution in Figure 3. After a similar level of stress is applied by the supervisor that caused the shift from the orange to the red distribution in the previous example, the green loss distribution would shift analogously to the position of the orange distribution. The latter is, however, not a loss distribution that would correspond to losses during periods of stress, as it is located around the steady-state of the credit cycle and the macroeconomy. Any increases in the capital requirements that the supervisor may ask for to cover the unexpected losses under this Stress scenario will be substantially lower, purely due to the fact that the conditioning loss distribution that one started from was the loss distribution corresponding to the upside of a credit cycle. Using conditional loss distributions thus introduces pro-cyclicality into the stress testing framework which should be minimised or, if possible, avoided altogether.36

The framework that we propose focuses on the use of an unconditional loss distribution, that is, a loss distribution that does not condition on the state of the credit cycle in the calculation of expected and unexpected losses, economic risk-based loan loss reserves and risk-weighted assets (RWA). Such an unconditional loss distribution is depicted in Figure 3 by the black distribution. Notice from Figure 3 that the unconditional distribution has several important properties. Firstly, its central tendency is calculated based on the TTC PDs and LGDs. Secondly, its tail is long and fat enough to cover the tail of the conditional distribution corresponding to the “over-the-cycle” Stress scenario. Thirdly, the unconditional loss distribution integrates the conditional distributions by taking their interdependence into account.

We thus emphasize that macroprudential stress tests should always start from an equilibrium or steady-state to ensure their consistent implementation over time. This is particularly important when the economy finds itself in an upturn, as starting from the “current” state of the economy (e.g. the upturn of the PIT scenario described in Figure 2) will often lead to the construction of benign and irrelevant stresses, and therefore also stress test outcomes. The continuous reference of stress testers to an equilibrium value provides an anchoring point, so that macroprudential policy measures can be more consistently

36 The positive association here is between the capital requirements and the location and dispersion of the conditional loss distribution, and not the capital requirements and the state of the economy that typically leads to the use of the term pro-cyclicality in the literature.
applied over time and over different stages of the business/credit cycle.\textsuperscript{37}

We find it also important to highlight that one should avoid the situation when, in an
economic downturn, banks are asked by their supervisors to increase their capital levels,
rather than having the necessary capital buffers built up before such a downturn occurs. Since unexpected losses and thus needed capital levels are assessed by means of stress tests, the procyclicality of current stress testing approaches should be minimized. This is not to suggest that banks were not be asked to increase their capital in an economic downturn in the past, however, it can prove very difficult for banks to raise new capital during times when funding in the economy is drying out and credit provision is being severely tightened. This is also likely to be counterproductive in facilitating a general economic recovery.

A challenge remains in practice to construct the unconditional loss distribution in such a way that it covers the tail of the unobserved conditional loss distribution in a Stress scenario. In this context, we find the guidelines in Basel II in terms of the suggested calibration of the correlations and maturity adjustments not very instructive, as the suggested calibration of the risk-parameters appears to have been misaligned with those observed empirically during the global financial crisis (see Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson, 2010; Anginer and Demirgüç-Kunt, 2011).\textsuperscript{38} Rather than following this framework, we calibrate the asset performance correlations in the tail of the loss distribution based on the lending concentration of each individual bank in each asset class and the respective stress PDs. We also set the maturity adjustment penalty based on the actual average time to maturity

\textsuperscript{37}Instead of adopting a different point of departure of the economy (steady-state rather than upturn phase of the cycle), more adverse scenarios could also be built by increasing the applied level of stress (perhaps also adjusting the time horizon of the exercise) to arrive at more relevant scenarios. However, from a practical point of view and based on our discussions with senior financial stability supervisors, not having a strongly anchored and thus time-consistent reference point happened to be one of the main weaknesses in stress test applications before the financial crisis (e.g. Melecky and Podpiera, 2010). This weakness in the implementation of stress tests arose because senior management would typically screen the applied stresses for their plausibility and political correctness thus implicitly “put pressure” on technical level staff to apply less severe stress scenarios, as it was argued that the phase of the business cycle was unknown. This originated from, among other things, the perception in the past boom period that the global economy had been able to grow sustainably at a higher rate (partially through credit) and that the levels of potential output and equilibrium credit growth had been shifted upwards. The severe adjustment after the onset of the crisis revealed that sustainable output and credit growth levels have always been much lower than the overoptimistic perception from the past boom suggested. Politically it is very difficult to keep increasing the level of stresses (and possibly lengthen their time horizon) as economic boom periods progress and it is more sensible to create a time-consistent reference point as a baseline for the stress scenario.

for each asset class of the individual banks.

More specifically, we calculate Expected Losses \( EL_{i,j}^S \) for asset class \( i \) and bank \( j \) under scenario \( S = \{TTC, PIT, Stress\} \) as:

\[
EL_{i,j}^S = PD_{i,j}^S \times LGD_{i,j}^S.
\]  

Expected losses for the TTC scenario thus correspond to the product of the individualized PDs and LGDs. Expected losses for the PIT and Stress scenario relate to the predicted losses conditional on the realization of the considered macroeconomic scenario. Net losses \( (NetLoss_j^S) \) for each bank are computed as expected losses on the entire credit portfolio less profits and loan loss reserves, that is:

\[
NetLoss_j^S = \sum_{i=1}^{7} EL_{i,j}^S - \left( Reserves_j + Profit_j^S \right).
\]  

TTC Profits can be computed as a long term averages based on, for example, historical Return on Assets (ROA) data.\(^{39}\) In order to compute PIT and Stress scenario Profits, a forecasting model is required, as forecasts need to be conditioned on the state of the economy. If no forecasting model is available, one can set the Profit term in (9) to zero for the PIT and Stress scenarios.\(^{40}\) This assumption is commonly adopted by stress testers and can be seen as a rather conservative estimate of profits.

We follow the guidelines in Basel II and compute Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) as:

\[
RWA_{i,j} = K_{i,j} \times 12.5 \times EAD_{i,j} \quad (10)
\]

where \( K_{i,j} \) is the capital charge (or capital requirement) equation of Basel II (see page 64).\(^{41}\) The capital charge is a function of each bank’s PD, LGD, asset performance Correlation\(^{42}\) and maturity adjustment for the individual asset classes, conditional on the selected cut-off point of the loss distribution, i.e., the risk preference parameter \( \bar{c} \) in (12). It is computed

\(^{39}\)This calculation is thus the same as for the TTC macroeconomic scenarios in Section 3.1.

\(^{40}\)We leave the estimation of a Profit regression using cross-country panel data for future research, and set the Profit term in the empirical application to zero for the PIT and Stress scenarios.

\(^{41}\)These are the guidelines in the "Credit Risk - Internal Ratings Based Approach" section, with the relevant formulas being on pages 63 – 64 and 76 – 78 for the different asset classes that are considered.

\(^{42}\)In Basel II this is just referred to as Correlation (R).
as:

\[
K_{i,j} = \left[ (LGD_{i,j}^{Stress} \times W_{i,j}) - (PD_{i,j}^{TTC} \times LGD_{i,j}^{TTC}) \right] \times \left[ 1 + (M_{i,j} - 2.5) \times b_{i,j} \right] \\
\frac{1}{(1 - 1.5 \times b_{i,j})}
\]

(11)

where \(b_{i,j}\) is the maturity adjustment term of Basel II, \(M_{i,j}\) is the effective residual maturity of an asset class computed as the average of the residual maturity of loans within a given asset class weighted by the size of each loan. The term \(W_{i,j}\) is computed as

\[
W_{i,j} = \Phi\left( \sqrt{\frac{1}{(1 - R_{i,j}^H)}} \times \Phi^{-1}(PD_{i,j}^{TTC}) + \sqrt{\frac{R_{i,j}^H}{(1 - R_{i,j}^H)}} \times \Phi^{-1}(\bar{c}) \right).
\]

(12)

The terms \(\Phi\) and \(\Phi^{-1}\) in (12) are the CDF and the inverse CDF of the standard normal density function, respectively. The risk preference parameter \(\bar{c}\) is generally set in accordance with the risk preferences of the shareholders or the supervisor and defines the cut-off percentile value of the loss distribution, such as 99.9%, up to which unexpected losses shall be hedged by capital.\(^{43}\)

The term \(R_{i,j}^H\) in (12) is the asset performance correlation. Note here that we use the superscript \(H\) to indicate that a different calibration from the one suggested in Basel II is used, as we find the Basel II calibration inadequate to model the performance correlation of assets in emerging market economies (see also Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson, 2010). Basel II assumes a decreasing relationship between PDs and the correlation and is based on the fit of an exponential function to data that comprises large international and well diversified banks over a period that does not include any significant crises. As a result, the systemic risk component of PDs is relatively small and it is the idiosyncratic risk component that drives the PDs and thus credit risks (BIS, 2005). Nonetheless, empirical evidence suggests that during crisis times the proportion of the systemic risk component increases dramatically, thus resulting also in increased correlations in asset performance.\(^{44}\) Since the Basel II calibration does not allow for such an increase, our view is that the suggested Basel II calibration is inappropriate to use during crisis times and hence within stress testing applications.

The specification of \(R_{i,j}^H\) in (12) also accounts for the impact of asset concentration, which in our view is one of the most important factors driving the heterogeneity of within-

\(^{43}\)99.9% is the value used in Basel II.

\(^{44}\)Discussions with a number of national supervisors in emerging market economies corroborates this view among practitioners (see Melecky and Podpiera, 2010).
asset class (within group) correlations across banks, and across normal and crisis (stress) times (see also Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson, 2010). This is again contrary to the Basel II calibration which assumes that name concentration is fully diversified away and relative sectoral concentration and contagion (e.g. due to existing supply chains) is not adequately captured by the single factor model on which Basel II is based. Banks in emerging market economies do not have infinitely fine grained portfolios, and the combination of name and sectoral concentration, as well as contagion, did and still does play an important role in driving asset performance correlations. This is particularly so during times of crisis.

There are two aspects to consider when calibrating the correlation parameter in the Basel II Internal Ratings-Based (IRB) approach. First, differentiating across banks with regards to their loan portfolio’s sensitivity to systemic risk. Second, since one should expect an increase in the within-group asset performance correlation from normal to crisis times (see also BCBS, 2006 page 26), simply assuming that this increase will be homogenous across banks does not reflect the experience from empirical data.

The modeling strategy that we follow for $R_{i,j}$ is similar to that of Cespedes, de Juan Herrero, Kreinin and Rosen (2006). That is, we specify $R_{i,j}$ in (12), to be a function of the TTC PDs, the lending concentration ($LendConc$), and the Stress PDs computed as

$$R_{i,j} = \xi_i + \theta_{i,j} + \zeta_{i,j}. \quad (13)$$

The three components $\xi_i, \theta_{i,j},$ and $\zeta_{i,j}$ are, respectively, the floor of the asset performance correlation ($R_{i,j}$) based on the relative TTC propensity to default for the considered asset class, an additive penalty based on bank and asset class specific lending concentration, and an additive penalty based on bank and asset class specific Stress PDs. The three components in (13) are calculated as:

$$\xi_i = \max \left\{0, UB^{\xi} \times \frac{[PD_{TTC}^i - \text{median}(PD_{TTC}^i)]}{\max(PD_{TTC}^i) - \text{median}(PD_{TTC}^i)} \right\} + LB \quad (14)$$

$$\theta_{i,j} = \max \left\{0, UB^{\theta} \times \frac{[LendConc_{i,j} - \text{median}(LendConc_i)]}{\max(LendConc_i) - \text{median}(LendConc_i)} \right\} \quad (15)$$

$$\zeta_{i,j} = \max \left\{0, UB^{\zeta} \times \frac{[PD_{Stress}^i_{i,j} - \text{median}(PD_{Stress}^i_{i,j})]}{\max(PD_{Stress}^i_{i,j}) - \text{median}(PD_{Stress}^i_{i,j})} \right\} \quad (16)$$
where the max and median values in (14) are taken over the asset classes rather than over the banks, and $LB$ and $UB$ the lower and upper bounds of each component, respectively. We recommend to set $LB$ around 0.2. The three upper bounds $UB^ξ$, $UB^θ$ and $UB^ζ$ need to be calibrated so that $R^H_{i,j}$ ranges between 0.3 and 0.5. This recommended range is based on anecdotal evidence from interviews with bank credit risk officers in regards to the impact of the global financial crisis on increases in the asset performance correlation due to systemic risk materialization, loan portfolio concentration, and lending to relatively risky groups of borrowers throughout the cycle.

The lending concentration term ($LendConc$) can be approximated as either the share of the ten largest exposures or as the Herfindahl-Hirschman (HH) concentration index for each asset class and each bank across individual borrowers, sectors of the economy, and regions. Our suggested measures of concentration combines both name and sector concentration which point to relatively limited diversification of the portfolio and its sectoral sensitivity, and sectoral interconnectivity (e.g. the supply chain or concentrated economic control effect) especially in small open emerging market economies. The measure of concentration, as we explain, could vary across loans to consumers and firms. Small open economies specialize and concentrate their industry structures by exploiting their comparative advantages to increase their competitiveness in external trade. By international comparison, small and undiversified domestic banks that lend to Corporates are subject to name and sector concentration risk as well as contagion, all of which are intertwined and thus not strictly separable, and add to the particular asset class loan portfolio sensitivity to systemic risk.

The $ξ_i$ component of the $R^H_{i,j}$ calibration postulates that if a given asset class is relatively more prone to default in the TTC scenario compared to any other asset class, it will have a proportionately higher asset performance correlation and sensitivity to systemic risk during times of stress. For instance, we specify the Corporates asset class to have a floor correlation that is lower than Consumer Loans (QRE retail) in our empirical application.

The $θ_{i,j}$ component postulates that if an asset class of a given bank is more concentrated than the average bank in the system, where we again use the median value to measure this average, its asset performance correlation and sensitivity to systemic risk in the Stress
scenarios will be proportionately higher. Similarly, the $\zeta_{ij}$ component postulates that if a bank’s Stress PDs in a given asset class are high compared to the average bank, the corresponding asset performance correlation will also be higher. Note that while $\xi_i$ takes into account only the relative propensity to default across the asset classes and not across the banks because the $PD_i^{TTC}$ term does not include the bank-specific component. The $\zeta_{ij}$ component then accounts for the variation in $PD_{ij}^{Stress}$ across the banks as it includes the bank-specific component.

The $\theta_{ij}$ parameter is a component of the bank and asset class specific correlation that recognizes that a bank with a more concentrated portfolio in a given asset class will benefit less from the diversification effect that diminishes fast progressing losses on the portfolio in times of stress. As an example, a bank with a single-name or single-sector corporate portfolio will be much more vulnerable to losses from this portfolio than a bank with a corporate portfolio diversified across different companies and sectors. Further, $\zeta_{ij}$ addresses the pitfalls of the Basel II calibration which postulates that correlations are negatively associated with borrowers’ PDs as we discuss on page 32. Namely, $\zeta_{ij}$ adjusts the correlation parameter for adverse selection of borrowers based on the individual bank/asset class PDs. This is not to imply that these PDs are those of the bank. $\zeta_{ij}$ captures the fact that if a bank enters a borrower segment towards the peak of a credit cycle (recall the construction of the bank and asset class specific probabilities of default $PD_{ij}$), it is much more likely to pick up less creditworthy and more vulnerable borrowers that will default on a larger scale once systemic risk begin to materialize. As an example, if a US bank entered the mortgage loan segment at the peak of the last US credit cycle and was thus largely involved with subprime borrowers with higher probabilities of default, this portfolio is more likely to experience losses as systemic risk materialises than a bank that has built up its mortgage portfolio more gradually over time focusing on prime borrowers.

To summarize the above computations, we assume a lower asset performance correlation during normal times when the economy is closer to its steady-state value, and an increased correlation in the tail of the loss distribution when systemic risk factors are at their peak and all credit contracts are to some extent negatively affected during times of stress and systemic risk realization. This is captured by $R_{ij}^H$ in (13).

Note that, since a bank cannot influence any economic risk factors, only its risk exposures, it responds to materializing risks by adjusting its exposures (EADs). If the asset classes have a long time to maturity (i.e. $M$ is large), it is much more difficult for the bank to adjust its exposures and, as specified in (11), it will have to bear greater losses when
credit risks materialize.

The Economic Risk Weighted Capital Adequacy Ratio (ERW-CAR) under the three different scenarios is computed as:

\[
ERW-CAR^S_j = \frac{\text{RegCapital}_j - \text{NetLoss}^S_j}{\sum_{i=1}^{7} RWA_{ij}},
\]

(17)

where \(\text{RegCapital}_j\) is the amount of eligible regulatory capital held by each bank (see also Basel III, 2010), and \(S = \{\text{TTC}, \text{PIT}, \text{Stress}\}\) as before. The through-the-cycle ERW-CAR corresponds to the situation when the macroeconomy is in its steady-state and banks are adequately provisioned so that dividends are paid out to shareholders based on bank profits and net losses are zero. Banks also have enough capital to meet the ERW-CAR based on the risk preferences of its shareholders or the macroprudential supervisor, whichever requirement is higher. In the PIT scenario, net losses are non-zero and the sum of the regulatory capital and net losses may or may not satisfy the supervisor’s or shareholders’ risk preferences. To appropriately test the capital adequacy conditional on the risk preferences of the shareholders or the supervisor, the Stress scenario and its impact on the ERW-CAR needs to be analyzed.

Note that the three resulting ERW-CARs for each of the scenarios above have a different interpretation. For the TTC and PIT scenarios, which refer to a normal economic cycle, the computed ERW-CAR should be at or close to the regulatory requirement. In contrast to that, when the Stress scenario is evaluated, the implied ERW-CAR should stay above the insolvency limit of, for example, 2% or 0%. Nonetheless, if the predicted net loss under the Stress scenario is positive or not significantly negative, care needs to be taken when analyzing the stress test results, as a Stress scenario that does not lead to banks using their capital buffers should be regarded as irrelevant and not extreme enough. If this occurs when conducting the stress test, the supervisor should be alarmed because the stresses imposed on the banks may not be severe enough to be reliably used for macroprudential analysis. The design and the implementation of the stress test should be reconsidered.

To obtain a reliable overview of the financial system that is stress tested, we recommend that the ERW-CAR indicator be computed at different levels of aggregation, that is, at the individual bank level, the peer-group level and the system wide level. Further, we find it useful to examine not only the absolute level of the ERW-CAR relative to the existing regulatory requirements, such as the insolvency threshold or any other threshold that would trigger a prompt corrective action by the supervisor, but also the relative
magnitudes across the individual banks. It should be clear from the outset of the stress test implementation that it is very difficult to design a stress test with an *absolute* focus in mind, in the sense that it will be very difficult to accurately quantify the outcome indicator of interest, such as the ERW-CAR, that will be attained by a particular bank (or the system) in *absolute* magnitudes. A stress test should rather be implemented and interpreted on a *relative* basis with the objective to identify problem banks *relative* to other banks in the system, and not to accurately quantify the *absolute* magnitude of an outcome indicator. This view is outlined and discussed in greater detail in Melecky and Podpiera (2010).

We also recommend that the distribution of the ERW-CAR of the entire system (or selected sub-system of banks) be examined before and after the application of the TTC, PIT and Stress scenarios. One should always monitor how the whole distribution, including its mean, median, dispersion and possibly skewness, changes for the peer-groups and for the entire system. The mean should be computed not only as a simple (equally weighted) average, but also as a weighted average, where the weights are determined by the size of the banks in the system, so that the influence of bigger banks is adequately captured by the summary statistics that are reported. The size of a bank can be approximated by its assets (or credits). We will refer to such a bank-size weighted average simply as ”asset weighted mean” throughout the text. The aggregate summary statistics should provide useful indications of systemic risk within the system or across the peer-groups due to, e.g., common credit exposures, credit concentration and correlation of bank business models, system-wide weak loan origination and underwriting, and excessive, system-wide maturity transformations, regardless of whether or not such risks can be hedged away with derivatives.

7. **Empirical Application**

This section contains an empirical application of the proposed stress testing approach using data on a set of banks from an Eastern European country. We do not disclose the country or the names of the banks that are involved in the stress test as this is immaterial for the purpose of this study. The sole intention of the empirical application is to illustrate how the stress test can be implemented practically, what data inputs are needed, and how the results can be interpreted and used in a policy environment.

The banking system that is analyzed consists of the ten largest banks in the country by asset size. Jointly they account for over 90% of the banking system as measured by 2010
assets. The banking system is fairly concentrated with the three largest banks accounting for around 2/3 of the banking system. The remaining seven banks are approximately equally sized, accounting for less than 5% of the banking system each. In the results that we present here, we have sorted the banks according to size, so that the largest bank is Bank 1 and the smallest bank is Bank 10.

7.1. Data Requirements and Calibration of Parameters

7.1.1. Macroeconomic Scenarios

We initially construct the TTC, PIT and two Stress scenarios of the macroeconomic variables using the approaches described in Section 3. These scenarios are summarized in Table 3 below. We use quarterly data on GDP growth, CPI inflation, the lending rate, LCU/EUR exchange rate change, and non-performing loans as a proportion of total loans (NPLs). We work with fourth differences of the variables, i.e., four-quarter or year-on-year GDP growth, CPI inflation etc., measured in percentages.

The TTC values are the long-run equilibrium (or steady-state) values of the four macroeconomic variables of interest and are needed to compute a baseline reference point. We compute these equilibrium values as simple arithmetic averages using quarterly data over the period from 1996:Q1−2012:Q4. In addition, we use two year-ahead consensus forecasts to increase the effective sample size when calculating these averages. Values used in the baseline PIT scenario are the market consensus forecasts.\(^{47}\) The data for both the TTC and PIT scenarios were obtained from the Economic Intelligence Unit.

The country specific (model based) stress scenario is reported under the “Stress VAR” heading in Table 3. The stress values from the VAR model were computed as the adverse 1% tail values of the four step-ahead forecast distribution. A first order VAR model was estimated on country specific data covering the period from 1996:Q1−2010:Q4 where standard lag length selection criteria were used to determine the appropriate lag order. Estimation results, together with an overview of the VAR model based approach are presented in Appendix A. The international Stress scenario based on the actual historical cross-country crisis experience is presented under the “Stress Int.” heading. In addi-

\(^{47}\) One could also use the four step-ahead point forecasts from the VAR model.
tion, we compute the corresponding probabilities of the Stress Int. values vis-à-vis the VAR(1) model forecast distributions, and report them in the last column of Table 3 under the “Prob(Stress Int.)” heading.\textsuperscript{48} The individual bank level balance sheet data are as of 2010:Q4.

Notice from Table 3 that under the TTC, PIT and Stress VAR scenarios the change in the nominal exchange rate is set to 0%. This is due to the fact that the economy operates under a fixed exchange rate regime vis-a-vis the Euro, and we assume that the current conversion rate to the EUR is sustained under the TTC, PIT and country specific VAR Stress scenario. Nevertheless, since there exists ample historical evidence suggesting that exchange rate pegs break down or are abandoned by the authorities during severe financial crisis periods (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2004; Wälti, 2005) we also consider a 31.5% depreciation of the local currency relative to the Euro under the Stress Int. scenario. The magnitude of this depreciation was determined from historical cross-country data as described in Section 3.3.

7.1.2. Bank Level Data

The construction of the idiosyncratic (bank specific) risk component as described in Section 4 requires bank level data on credit growth at the peak of the last credit cycle or the most recent period of positive credit growth, and if available, data on the share of foreign currency denominated lending (SFX). Table 4 below shows summary statistics of annual credit growth in each asset class across the considered ten banks as of end-2007. The year 2007 marked the peak of the aggregate credit cycle for the subject economy, and between 2007-2010 annual credit growth was negative or around zero. Table 4 also shows summary statistics of the share of FX denominated lending in each asset class as of end-2010.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{\textbf{Table 4} Here}
\end{table}

It is evident from Table 4 that most of the credit growth at the peak of the last credit cycle occurred in the Other Consumer Loans asset class, which are typically secured loans such as car loans and loans for purchases of household appliances and electronics. Some

\textsuperscript{48}These probabilities were constructed by taking the values under the “Stress Int.” heading in Table 3 and plugging them into the four step-ahead multivariate normal forecast density of the VAR(1) model. The median probability is 99.7 percent so that the banks that need to preserve at least a BBB rating during times of a severe downturn should withstand this scenario without having their CAR fall under the insolvency threshold.
banks also grew their mortgage portfolio fairly rapidly, starting from a relatively low basis. Most FX denominated lending was to Corporates, Sovereigns and Banks, but other asset classes also show a high exposure to FX denominated lending. Although we assume that Corporates are hedged against FX risk from 50%, we are conservative with the treatment of individual retail borrowers such as SMEs and the three consumer loans asset classes, and assume that they are 100% unhedged against FX fluctuations.\footnote{Note that the ability of Corporates to generate foreign currency denominated revenue is given by the export share of their production. Although this share can hold even during crisis times as a percentage of income, the volume of these exports can rapidly decline when external demand cools down.}

### 7.1.3. Constructed Bank-Level PDs and LGDs

Summary statistics of the constructed bank level PDs and LGDs including the aggregate macroeconomic (systemic) and bank level (idiosyncratic) risk factors, as described in Section 4, are reported in the top and bottom panels of Table 5. Note that the country that the stress test is applied to falls into the CEBS-Group1 classification. We thus use the aggregate TTC PDs and LGDs from the QiS5 study which are shown under heading CEBS-Group1 in Table 1.

---

**Insert Table 5 here**

---

Since the bank specific PDs and LGDs in (5) and (6) have an additive structure, where we add the individual bank specific terms to the aggregate asset class specific PDs and LGDs, the values reported in the “min” column of each scenario in Table 5 correspond to the respective aggregate PDs and LGDs for each asset class under each scenario.\footnote{Recall that the bank specific PD is equal to the aggregate PD for a particular asset class if credit growth for that bank was below the median value of the banking system, and the lending in FX was zero or the local currency depreciation did not occur.} This means that the “min” values under the TTC PDs and TTC LGDs heading correspond to the TTC aggregate values of the QiS5 study. In the construction of the LGDs we set the correlation between PDs and LGDs (as captured by the $\rho_{LGD,PD}$ parameter in (6)) to 20% in the TTC and PIT scenarios and to 50% in the two Stress scenarios.

### 7.1.4. Credit Risk Exposures, Loan Concentration and Residual Maturity

The calculation of expected losses and capital charges for each bank in the system, outlined in Section 6, requires data on exposures at default, asset class concentration as well as the residual loan maturity for each asset class. Summary statistics for these quantities
for the seven different asset classes across the individual banks as of end-2010 are shown in Table 6. The "AW" column under "Exposures at Default (EAD)" in Table 6 shows the asset weighted mean for each asset class to account for the size of the bank in the computation of these averages. We measure asset class concentration as the share of the ten largest borrowers, and residual maturity is measured in years.

The summary statistics in Table 6 indicate that banks are most exposed to the Corporates asset class, which accounts on average for around 60% of their credit portfolio. This is true for both big and small banks as the median and the asset weighted mean for the system shown under the AW column are fairly similar. Some differences for Other Consumer and SMEs Loans are visible though. Namely, the asset weighted mean is somewhat larger than the median in these two cases, suggesting that bigger banks allocate relatively more credit exposure to these asset classes than small banks. The overall exposure to the Consumer group is the second biggest, with a median (asset weighted mean) value of over 31% (36%) for the three consumer loan segments in total. This is due to the rapid increase in consumer lending during the most recent credit boom.

On average, lending to Corporates and SMEs is considered to be highly concentrated with the average share of the ten largest borrowers being around 30%. However, Other Consumer Loans and Consumer Mortgage Loans are the most concentrated asset classes. This could be due to these asset classes being small in absolute value and the youngest addition to the banking books of Eastern European banks.\footnote{Many banks in Eastern European countries have expanded their Consumer Mortgage Loans and Other Consumer Loans portfolios fairly rapidly and aggressively over the last decade.}

A longer average residual time-to-maturity in each asset class is a proxy for the time a bank would need to adjust its exposures to a given asset class in the case of a severe financial distress to contain mounting financial losses. Consumer Mortgage Loans have, on average, the longest residual maturity among the considered asset classes. Although the median value of 15 years is comparable to developed countries, the latter have significantly deeper mortgage loan markets and also very liquid secondary markets during normal economic conditions. Other Consumer Loans have an average time to maturity of over five years. Loans to Corporates and SMEs have average times to maturity of around three years, with a maximum of six and four years, respectively. Loans to Banks are the...
most liquid in terms of having the shortest average residual maturity, with only three banks having a loan residual maturity of more than one year.

### 7.2. Results of the Stress Test

#### 7.2.1. Aggregate Results for the Banking System

The aggregate stress test results for the entire banking system are presented in Table 7. The top part of Table 7 (under the Current Regulatory CAR heading) shows summary statistics for the current regulatory CARs held by the banks. The system wide averages are again measured by the median value and the asset weighted mean. The standard deviation captures the dispersion of the current regulatory CARs held by the banks. The minimum regulatory CAR is 8% for this banking system and the CAR insolvency threshold is 2%. The bottom part of Table 7 (under the Economic Risk Weighted Approach heading) shows the outcome indicator for the banking system based on economic risk considerations, the ERW-CAR, and its summary statistics for the three different scenarios. Note that for the TTC and PIT scenarios, “Effective Undercapitalization (% of Profits)” is calculated to satisfy the 8% Regulatory CAR, whereas under the Stress VAR and Stress Int. scenarios it is calculated to not be less than the Insolvency Threshold of 2%. This is because in normal times banks need to satisfy the minimum regulatory capital requirement at all times, while in crisis times they may be allowed to drop below the regulatory minimum and replenish their capital using retained profits or capital injections. However, if a bank drops below the 2% CAR threshold, it should be closed as a failed (or “gone concern”) bank.\(^\text{52}\)

---

**INSERT TABLE 7 HERE**

The current regulatory CAR section of Table 7 suggests that the banking system is adequately capitalized based on existing regulation. Specifically, both the system-wide median and asset weighted mean indicate that banks, on average, hold capital well above the minimum regulatory requirement of 8%. The regulatory CAR calculation is based on a modified Basel I approach. However, once economic risks are taken into account and the asset’s risk weights are individualized by bank and by asset class according to our proposed methodology, there are some results that require the supervisor’s attention. These results are shown in the bottom part of Table 7. Under the TTC scenario, when the

\(^{52}\)A full discussion of how to assess a bank’s systemic importance and the various bank resolution options is beyond the scope of this paper.
economy and the credit cycle are assumed to be at the steady-state level, the median (asset weighted mean) ERW-CAR for the system stands at 10.6% (11.1%).

Further, given the regulatory requirement of keeping the CAR above 8%, two banks fall short of meeting this requirement in the TTC scenario, once economic risks are accounted for. It is also interesting to note that the dispersion measured by the standard deviation of the ERW-CARs is noticeably smaller than the dispersion of the regulatory CARs. A possible interpretation of this finding is that banks optimize their capital allocation based on economic risks and once such economic risks are reflected in the asset’s risk weights, banks appear more alike in terms of their capitalization levels.53

This is in contrast to the regulatory CARs which do not reflect such economic risks. Notice from the PIT heading in the bottom part of Table 7, that the results for the Point-in-Time scenario are very similar to the TTC ones, so that the current macroeconomic conditions for the two coincide.54 It should be noted here that the TTC and PIT scenarios should be passed by all banks without any indication of a weakened financial condition. The Stress scenarios, nonetheless, are constructed to force the banks into using their capital buffers so that underprovisioning (fully used-up loan loss reserves) is envisaged, but banks should stay above the insolvency threshold of 2%.

The results for the country-specific Stress scenario shown under the “Stress VAR” heading indicate that the median ERW-CAR for the whole system would decline to a value of 4.3% when economic risks are properly considered. More specifically, nine banks will have to draw on their capital buffers as their ERW-CARs drop below the 8% minimum capital adequacy requirement. Two banks would fall under the insolvency threshold of 2% and would be considered “failing” banks. All other banks are able to withstand the assumed country-specific Stress scenario. To recapitalize all banks in the system to the extent

---

53This difference could arise because under the Basel I and Basel II standardized approaches applied by most emerging market economies, only general risks of individual asset classes are addressed within the context of Pillar I, using asset class specific risk weights that are common for all banks. However, the Internal Rating Based (IRB) approach presented here individualizes these risk weights per asset class and bank, while taking into account both Pillar I and Pillar II risks, including risk components such as concentration, the degree of maturity transformation, underwriting standards and indirect credit risks arising from FX lending to unhedged borrowers. This approach risk-weights bank assets more appropriately so that capital buffers of, for example, smaller banks or banks positioned for aggressive lending that are typically much larger are adequately discounted for, provide a more precise comparison across banks. In our case, such a comparison reveals that banks’ ERW-CAR are in fact more similar across banks and their capital holdings are optimized to a greater degree than suggested by the cross-bank variation in regular CARs. This is most likely due to the IRB approach not being implemented in the country under study as yet, with the regulatory CAR measures not disclosed.

54This can easily occur when PIT=TTC as shown in Figure 2 in Section 3.
that a 2% ERW-CAR would be maintained in the Stress VAR scenario requires about 18% of the annual TTC profits generated by the entire banking system. This figure is arrived at by assuming a 3% TTC Return on Assets (ROA) during normal economic conditions. This figure can also be calculated as a simple arithmetic average on historical ROA data.\textsuperscript{55} Profits for each bank are then calculated as ROA times Total Assets and are subsequently summed to provide a banking system wide measure of profits. We use TTC profits here as the base, because banks would normally use retained profits to gradually build up their capital buffers to the required level.\textsuperscript{56}

The results of the Stress scenario based on the historical cross-country crisis experience under the “Stress Int.” heading indicate that, on average, the capital buffers of the banking system would get reduced to 0.4%, should this scenario occur. More specifically, nine banks would use their capital buffers, falling below the 8% minimum regulatory CAR level, and six banks would become insolvent with their ERW-CARs falling below 2%. Nevertheless, four banks would still have capital buffers strong enough to withstand such a severe credit risk shock. Recapitalizing all banks so that they would withstand this Stress scenario, i.e., bringing their ERW-CARs above the 2% level, requires about 126.8% of the annual TTC profits generated by all banks.

The extent of the recapitalization needs at the system level is substantial at close to 0.53% of GDP under the country-specific scenario and about 3.84% of GDP under the international crisis scenario. However, given that we are working in the tail of the loss distribution, it becomes difficult to make precise statements about potential losses in absolute magnitudes. As discussed earlier, looking at the relative rather than absolute standing of banks during a Stress scenario could be a more informative way of identifying problem banks in the system. Individual bank results are thus discussed in the next section.

7.2.2. Bank Level Results

The bank level results for the ten banks in the system are summarized graphically in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The left panel of Figure 4 shows a comparison between the economic risk weighted CARs and the existing regulatory CARs held by each bank under the TTC scenario. The right panel of Figure 4 shows the corresponding recapitalization needs in

\textsuperscript{55}This corresponds to through-the-cycle profits because the (unconditional) averages are computed over different stages of the business cycle and also preferably over a number of different business cycles.

\textsuperscript{56}However, note that capital injections, coming either from existing or new shareholders, or from public resources (e.g. the government budget), could also be applied as a viable recapitalization measure. These would be particularly relevant when the recapitalization needs of the affected bank are so high and immediate that it could be considered a “failing” bank.
terms of bank profits to bring the ERW-CARs above the 8% threshold. Recall that the banks are sorted by asset size where the largest bank in the system is Bank 1 and the smallest bank is Bank 10.

The left panel in Figure 4 shows that for all banks the ERW-CARs are considerably smaller than the current regulatory CARs. The gap seems to be larger for smaller banks, which are more likely to hold more concentrated credit portfolios. Smaller banks also extend more foreign currency denominated lending to unhedged borrowers than bigger banks. The biggest difference between the regulatory CAR and the ERW-CAR is shown by Bank 6 and Bank 10. For these two banks, the current regulatory capital requirements could be significantly underestimating the capital needed to ensure adequate financial soundness and resilience.

The right panel of Figure 4 shows the recapitalization needs to bring each bank above the 8% threshold based on the ERW-CAR. This recapitalization requirement is again expressed in terms of the assumed annual TTC profits of an individual bank based on a 3% ROA. Bank 6 and Bank 4 are the only two banks in our system that will need to inject additional capital to reach the 8% threshold based on the ERW-CAR. In terms of annual TTC profits, this quantity is around 25% for Bank 4. For Bank 6, the extra capital requirements are substantially higher, exceeding 300% of annual profits. Given the results of the TTC scenario, Bank 6 could be considered a problem bank in the system and may require attention of the prudential supervisor.

Figure 5 summarizes the bank level results for the two Stress scenarios. The left panel of Figure 5 shows the ERW-CARs under the Stress VAR and Stress Int. scenarios for each bank. The right panel of Figure 5 shows the capital requirements, as the percentage of annual TTC profits, that are needed to bring the ERW-CAR above the 2% insolvency threshold.

Figure 5 indicates that the most vulnerable banks are Bank 6 and Bank 4 which were

---

57 The portfolio concentration appears to be roughly two times bigger for banks with an above median asset size than for those with a below median asset size.
identified earlier, as well as Bank 5 and Bank 7. The most resilient banks are the three smallest banks in the system (Bank 10, 9 and 8) and Bank 2. Assuming that the supervisor requires the banks to raise their ERW-CAR above the 2% insolvency threshold, Bank 6 and Bank 4 would need the largest amounts of capital to be injected relative to the remaining banks. Under the Stress Int. scenario, the magnitude of the additional capital required is around 600% of annual TTC profits for these two banks. Bank 5 and Bank 7 need approximately 350% and 250% of annual profits, respectively. Across the two different Stress scenarios that we consider, Bank 6 and Bank 4 are identified as the most vulnerable banks in the system.

Overall, the presented empirical results point to the need to better align the capitalization requirements with the individual risk profiles of the banks. The prudential supervisor can achieve this by adjusting asset risk weights across the board (or for selected asset classes), applying individual capital surcharges to the identified problem banks, or by developing individual adjustment programs for the most vulnerable banks in the system to reduce their key risk exposures under a suitable supervisory arrangement. The key risk factors that the supervisor could address are the maximum share of FX denominated lending, the lending concentration within the individual asset classes, the maximum maturity transformation that a bank can perform, and the overall concentration of a bank’s lending across the asset classes.

### 7.2.3. Sensitivity of Outcome Indicators to Changes in Calibrated Parameters

As the suggested stress testing framework relies on a number of calibrated parameters, we find it informative here to provide a compact sensitivity analysis that shows how responsive the outcome indicators of interest are with respect to changes in some of our key calibrated parameters. The parameters that we look at are:

(a) the $\kappa$ parameter in (5) which controls the penalty increase in the bank specific PDs for banks that were more aggressive in their lending than the average bank in the system

(b) the asset performance correlation parameter $\rho_{LGP,PD}$ in (6)

(c) the risk preference parameter $\bar{c}$ in the capital charge equation in (12)

(d) and the assumption that a 50% share of FX denominated exposures of Corporates is hedged by corresponding FX revenues.
The alternative calibrations that we consider, as well as their impact on some of the outcome indicators that we focus on, are reported in Table 8 below. The results of the sensitivity analysis point to greater variability of the TTC scenario to the calibration of $\kappa$ than the Stress Int. scenario. Other things equal, a larger value of $\kappa$ increases the share of the idiosyncratic component in a PD and the PD itself. This increases expected losses, the correlation and the capital requirements. In the TTC scenario, the share of the idiosyncratic component is greater than in the stress scenario to start with. In the TTC sensitivity scenario, $\kappa$ increases by 5 percentage points and the capital buffer (median) decreases by 0.7 percentage points.

For the Int. Stress scenario, $\kappa$ increases by 10 percentage points and the capital buffer decreases by 0.3 percentage points. Hence, the sensitivity to $\kappa$ is greater in the TTC scenario where a smaller increase in $\kappa$ causes a larger decrease in the available capital buffer. The calibration of $\rho_{LGP,PD}$ has a greater influence under the TTC scenario, supposedly because there are greater relative differences in PDs (and therefore LGDs and expected losses) under this scenario, owing to the dominance of the idiosyncratic risk factor over the systemic one.

By far the greatest influence that spans over both the TTC and Stress Int. scenarios comes from changes in the $\bar{c}$ parameter (denoted by $c_{cap}$) which cuts off the portion of unexpected losses that should be hedged by capital holdings – and thus expresses the risk aversion of the supervisor or shareholders. Changes in the degree to which Corporate FX exposures are hedged by Corporates’ FX revenues have an impact only under the Stress Int. scenario when a local currency depreciation vis-à-vis the EUR is considered. This impact is significant and underscores the importance of analogous assumptions in stress tests applied to banking systems with a high share of FX lending.

8. Conclusion

This paper proposed a macroprudential stress testing approach and illustrated its application and properties on an empirical data set that comprised a group of Eastern European banks. The innovative features of the proposed macroprudential stress test were inspired by the effects of the global financial crisis on Eastern Europe. We demonstrated in the
empirical application section how the proposed approach can be effectively used to identify systemic and idiosyncratic risk factors to gauge the relative financial soundness and resilience of individual banks to economic risks. The proposed approach is also useful for monitoring and assessing banking-sector wide systemic risk via aggregate measures of outcome indicators under the three different macroeconomic scenarios that are analyzed.

The direction of future research should focus on estimating the response functions of the banking sector and the policy makers to changing balance-sheet solvency conditions of the banking system. Future research should also focus on connecting these response functions to the real economy so that dynamic stress tests can be constructed which would enable stress testers to study the response pattern of some key macroeconomic and bank specific variables to various shocks that hit the economy and the financial system. Nonetheless, it is important to highlight here that bank-level granularity, which is valuable to policy makers, should be preserved to ensure the practical usefulness of any newly proposed approaches relative to pure macroeconomic models which contain only an aggregate financial sector.
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Appendix

A. Overview of VAR approach and summary of estimates

To briefly illustrate the exact steps of how a VAR based Stress scenario can be constructed, consider for simplicity of exposition the following first order VAR model:

\[ Y_t = C + A Y_{t-1} + U_t \]  

(A.1)

where \( Y_t \) is a 4 by 1 vector containing the four macroeconomic variables real GDP growth, CPI inflation, the lending rate and the change in the nominal exchange rate denoted by \( \Delta y_t, \pi_t, r_t \) and \( \Delta e_t \), respectively. The coefficient matrix \( A \) captures the dynamics of the system and \( U_t \) is a multivariate normal vector of disturbances with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix \( \Sigma_u \).

One year ahead point forecasts are computed as the iterated (or dynamic) four period forecasts from the quarterly \( Y_t \) series. That is, we use the forecast recursion

\[ \hat{Y}_{T+h|T} = \mu + A^h (Y_T - \mu) \]  

(A.2)

where \( \mu \) is a 4 by 1 vector of the unconditional mean of \( Y_t \) computed as \( \mu = (I - A)^{-1} C \), with \( I \) being a 4 by 1 identity matrix. Letting \( \alpha \) denote the statistical level of significance, given the multivariate normal assumption of \( U_t \) in (A.1), we can construct \( (1 - \alpha)100\% \) forecast confidence intervals as

\[ \hat{Y}_{T+h|T,k} \pm z_{\alpha/2} \sigma_k(h) \]  

(A.3)

where \( \hat{Y}_{T+h|T,k} \) is the \( h \) step ahead point forecast of the \( k^{th} \) variable in \( Y_t \), \( z_{\alpha/2} \) is the upper \( \alpha/2 \) percentage point of the standard normal distribution and \( \sigma_k(h) \) is the square root of the \( k^{th} \) diagonal entry of the \( h \) step ahead forecast error variance-covariance matrix \( \Sigma_u(h) \). The variance-covariance matrix \( \Sigma_u(h) \) is computed from

\[ \Sigma_u(h) = \sum_{p=0}^{h-1} \Phi_p \Sigma_u \Phi'_p \]  

(A.4)

where \( \Phi_p \) is the \( p^{th} \) term of the infinite Vector Moving Average (VMA) representation of the VAR in (A.1). Because the VAR model in (A.1) is of first order, we have that \( \Phi_p = A^p \) for all \( p = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), so that we can simply take powers of \( p \) to get the \( p^{th} \) term of the VMA (see Lütkepohl, 2005, pp. 22-24 and pp. 35-40).

Due to the multivariate normality of the \( h \) step ahead density forecast, the model based Stress scenario is obtained simply as the adverse \( (1 - \alpha)100\% \) forecast confidence interval for the macroeconomic variables of interest. For the real GDP growth series, for example, it would correspond to the lower tail of the forecast confidence interval, while for the lending rate, it would be the upper tail value of the forecast confidence interval. The size of the \( z_{\alpha/2} \) term in the construction of the Stress scenario should be chosen in line with the risk preferences of the macroprudential supervisor. This value could be set to \(-2.3263\) which would correspond to the lower 1% tail value under the standard normal density function, so that this adverse scenario would occur with 1%
probability in a classical repeated sampling context.

Note that the construction of the Stress scenario based on the adverse forecast confidence interval in (A.3) above relies on the assumption of $U_t$ being multivariate normal. This may or may not be appropriate. Should it not be appropriate, one can resort to re-sampling techniques such as bootstrapping to compute, say, 1000 bootstrapped forecast values, and then use the value corresponding to the 1st percentile as a stress value for real GDP growth and the 99th percentile for the lending rate.

A summary of the estimates of the VAR parameters is reported in (A.5) below.

\[
\Delta y_t = 1.8726 + 0.9771\Delta y_{t-1} - 0.1424\pi_{t-1} - 0.1038r_{t-1} + 0.0681\Delta e_{t-1} \\
(\text{se.}) = (2.1043) (0.1143) (0.0773) (0.1837) (0.1315)
\]

\[
\pi_t = -0.7196 + 0.4509\Delta y_{t-1} + 0.5148\pi_{t-1} + 0.1368r_{t-1} + 0.1929\Delta e_{t-1} \\
(\text{se.}) = (2.8425) (0.1543) (0.1043) (0.2482) (0.1777)
\]

\[
r_t = 2.6061 - 0.0796\Delta y_{t-1} + 0.0356\pi_{t-1} + 0.7539r_{t-1} - 0.0073\Delta e_{t-1} \\
(\text{se.}) = (0.9356) (0.0508) (0.0344) (0.0817) (0.0585)
\]

\[
\Delta e_t = 1.1758 + 0.0378\Delta y_{t-1} + 0.0277\pi_{t-1} - 0.0405r_{t-1} - 0.0447\Delta e_{t-1} \\
(\text{se.}) = (2.5127) (0.1364) (0.0923) (0.2194) (0.1570)
\]

Log-like = $-333.3151$

SIC = 16.1565 ; $\hat{\Sigma}_u =$

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
3.1091 & 1.4746 & 0.1767 & 0.2438 \\
1.4746 & 5.6735 & 0.0456 & 1.6591 \\
0.1767 & 0.0456 & 0.6147 & 0.1011 \\
0.2438 & 1.6591 & 0.1011 & 4.4331
\end{bmatrix}
\]

HIC = 15.9439

We used standard information criteria such as the Schwarz information criterion (SIC) and the Hanna-Quinn information criterion (HIC) to determine the optimal lag length in the VAR (see Ivanov and Kilian, 2005 for a review on lag selection in VARs). We started with a maximal lag length of 4 (quarterly) lags and then choose the VAR model based on the smallest SIC and HIC values. The best fitting model is a VAR(1).

B. Application of the proposed Stress Testing Approach when No Bank-by-Bank Level Supervisory Data are Available

We will briefly discuss in this section how the proposed stress testing approach can be implemented when bank-level supervisory data are not available and the stress tester needs to rely on publicly available data sources. First, we assume that an accounting and reporting framework for banks is in place in the country that is analyzed, that this framework is adequate and reliable enough to be used for stress testing purposes, and that it is comparable to current international standards. In more advanced countries, prudential regulation authorities would have implemented the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Additionally, in some countries (e.g. Bulgaria, Turkey and others) bank-by-bank data on credit exposures within selected asset classes are published by the supervisory authority as part of the Pillar 3 information disclosure of

\[\text{1Although specific national accounting standards are still used by banks in some Eastern European countries, others have already implemented IFRS. Note that the US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) is envisaged to converge to IFRS or be replaced by IFRS in the near future.}\]
In any case, banks should be obliged to publish their external audit reports that would, under normal circumstances, include most of the information needed to deploy the proposed stress testing approach at a reasonable level of granularity and with the necessary bank-by-bank information. For instance, based on prevailing accounting standards (including the IFRS), audit reports normally have a classification of lending to individual borrowers, companies, other financial institutions, and the state and state owned enterprises (SOEs). This would make it possible to differentiate across the banks with regards to the structure of their credit exposures. In addition, the level of secured loans and collateral can be obtained and applied (correspondingly or judgmentally) to classify credit exposures by their level of security and their associated LGDs.

Overall loan exposures or exposures in selected asset classes can be constructed from historical audit reports. The most recent credit growth period can be determined from aggregate historical data published by the central bank or the supervisor. Credit growth at the individual bank level in the period of interest and in selected asset classes can be determined based on the year-to-year change in credit exposures published in external audit reports, and then used to compute the individual PDs based on the scaling factor that is proposed in Section 4.6. Indirect credit risks from FX exposures can also be estimated based on data from audit reports. If no data at the asset class level is available, this information should be available at least at the individual bank level and can be incorporated into the proposed framework as outlined in the paragraph following equation (2). General as well as specific provisions or loan loss reserves and Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital can also be obtained from the audit reports.

Similarly, a bank level approximation of off-balance sheet exposures can be taken from the audit reports and added (either proportionately or judgmentally) to the individual on-balance sheet exposures. Lending concentration and residual maturity can be aggregated at the bank level if no asset class data are available or skipped altogether if relevant data are not retrievable. With this information, the minimal set of bank-level variables can be compiled so that the proposed approach can be deployed at a reasonable degree of granularity, where it is assumed that the required (country-specific) macroeconomic data are available either from country authorities or IFIs.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Class</th>
<th>CEBS-Group1</th>
<th></th>
<th>CEBS-Group2</th>
<th></th>
<th>non-G10-Group2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDs</td>
<td>LGDs</td>
<td>PDs</td>
<td>LGDs</td>
<td>PDs</td>
<td>LGDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporates</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs(1)</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Mortgage Loans</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Loans(2)</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>11.34</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Loans</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereigins(3)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks(4)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: (1) Retail, (2) QRE retail, (3) Loans to public institutions and state-owned enterprises, and (4) Loans to credit institutions. Data are taken from the QIS5 study conducted by BIS (2006).
Table 2: NPL regression estimation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>( p )-value</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPL ratio (t-1)</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[0.398; 0.941]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth</td>
<td>-0.262</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>[-0.438; -0.086]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>[0.025; 0.236]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lending rate</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[0.113; 0.299]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>[-0.116; 0.288]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adj. R-squared 0.69 \( \mathcal{H}_0 : \text{No resid AR(1)} \ z = -1.66; \text{Prob } z = 0.0969 \)
F(4, 246) 45.86 \( \mathcal{H}_0 : \text{No resid AR(2)} \ z = -0.08; \text{Prob } z = 0.9343 \)
Number of observations 251
Number of countries 54 \( \text{Sargan test of over-identifying restrictions:} \)

\( \text{Chi2(16)} = 20.88; \text{Prob } \text{Chi2(16)} = 0.1830 \)

Notes: The estimates were computed with the Arellano and Bond (1991) estimator where a maximum instrument lag length of two was used. Standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.
Table 3: TTC, Baseline PIT and Stress Scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macroeconomic Scenarios</th>
<th>TTC</th>
<th>Future (t + 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPL ratio (%)</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth (% change)</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation (% change)</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lending rate (%)</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange rate (LCU/EUR) (%)</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: A negative value (−) in the (nominal) exchange rate denotes a depreciation of the Local currency unit (LCU) relative to the EUR.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Class</th>
<th>Annual Credit Growth in 2007</th>
<th>Share of FX exposures in 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporates</td>
<td>−2.5%</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs&lt;sup&gt;(1)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−42.9%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Mortgage Loans</td>
<td>−35.8%</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Loans&lt;sup&gt;(2)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−97.5%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Loans</td>
<td>−85.1%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereigns&lt;sup&gt;(3)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−92.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks&lt;sup&gt;(4)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** (1) Retail, (2) QRE retail, (3) loans to public institutions and state-owned enterprizes, and (4) loans to credit institutions. Author’s calculations.
### Table 5: Summary Statistics of Constructed Bank Level PDs and LGDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Class</th>
<th>TTC PDs</th>
<th></th>
<th>PIT PDs</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stress VAR PDs</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stress Int. PDs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporates</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs(^{(1)})</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Mortgage Loans</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Loans(^{(2)})</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Loans</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereigns(^{(4)})</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks(^{(5)})</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Class</th>
<th>TTC LGDs</th>
<th></th>
<th>PIT LGDs</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stress VAR LGDs</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stress Int. LGDs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporates</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
<td>40.1%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs(^{(1)})</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
<td>77.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Mortgage Loans</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
<td>42.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Loans(^{(2)})</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>55.1%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>59.8%</td>
<td>59.9%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Loans</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereigns(^{(4)})</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks(^{(5)})</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** (1) Retail, (2) QRE retail, (3) loans to public institutions, and (4) loans to credit institutions. Author’s calculations.
Table 6: Summary Statistics of Credit Exposures (EAD), Asset Class Concentration and Residual Maturity for 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Class</th>
<th>Exposures at Default (EAD)</th>
<th>Asset Class Concentration</th>
<th>Residual Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporates</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>88.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs&lt;sup&gt;(1)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Mortgage Loans</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Loans&lt;sup&gt;(2)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consumer Loans</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereigns&lt;sup&gt;(3)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks&lt;sup&gt;(4)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: <sup>(1)</sup>Retail, <sup>(2)</sup>QRE retail, <sup>(3)</sup>loans to public institutions and state-owned enterprises, and <sup>(4)</sup>loans to credit institutions. Residual maturity is the average residual time to maturity measured in years. The "AW" column under the EAD heading measures the Exposures of the banking system computed as an asset weighted mean to account for the size (measured by assets) of the different banks in the construction of the aggregate average.
Table 7: Summary of Aggregate Stress Test Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory CAR held at Banks (Banking System)</th>
<th>13.8%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Buffer (%) - Asset weighted mean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Buffer (%) - Median</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Buffer (%) - St.Dev.</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Regulatory CAR</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR Insolvency Threshold</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Risk Weighted Approach (as of end-2011)</th>
<th>TTC</th>
<th>PIT</th>
<th>Stress VAR</th>
<th>Stress Int.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Asset-Weighted Average</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Median</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - St.Dev.</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Undercapitalization (% of Profits)</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>126.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Undercapitalization (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
<td>3.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 8%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Author’s calculations. Note that TTC and PIT "Undercapitalization (% of Profits)" is calculated to satisfy the 8% Regulatory CAR, whereas under Stress VAR and Stress Int. it is calculated not to be less than the Insolvency Threshold of 2%. 
Table 8: Impact of alternative parameter calibrations on stress test outcome indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banking System/Sensitivity Parameter</th>
<th>TTC kappa=5%</th>
<th>TTC kappa=10%</th>
<th>Int. Stress kappa=10%</th>
<th>Int. Stress kappa=20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Asset-Weighted Average</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Median</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - St.Dev.</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Undercapitalization (% of Profits)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>103%</td>
<td>127%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 8%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rho(LGD,PD)=10% rho(LGD,PD)=20% rho(LGD,PD)=30% rho(LGD,PD)=50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Asset-Weighted Average</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Median</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - St.Dev.</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Undercapitalization (% of Profits)</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>127%</td>
<td>131%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 8%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_cap=99.5 c_cap=99.9 c_cap=99.5 c_cap=99.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Asset-Weighted Average</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Median</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - St.Dev.</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Undercapitalization (% of Profits)</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>127%</td>
<td>163%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 8%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp.hedging=50% Corp.hedging=30% Corp.hedging=50% Corp.hedging=30%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Asset-Weighted Average</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - Median</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Capital Buffer (%) - St.Dev.</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Undercapitalization (% of Profits)</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>127%</td>
<td>113%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 8%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Banks with Effective Capital Buffer &lt; 2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Author’s calculations. The symbols κ, ρ and c are denoted by kappa, rho and c_cap, respectively. Corp.hedging is the proportion of hedged FX exposures by the Corporates asset class.